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THE SAN JOAQUIN GRANT:
WHO OWNED THE COMMON LANDS?
A HISTORICAL-LEGAL PUZZLE
MALCOLM EBRIGHT

No QUESTION HAS SO perplexed both historians and lawyers as
the one addressed in this study: under Spanish law who owned the
common lands of a community land grant?1 The United States
Supreme Court purportedly applied Spanish law in a landmark
case involving the San Joaquin land grant in Rio Arriba County
when it determined that the Spanish government owned these
lands. 2 The Supreme Court's decision was based on scanty Spanish
legal authorities and did not take into account the long history of
the Castilian land-owning pueblo.
This study will examine this and other data not brought to the
Supreme Court's attention, indicating that the New Mexico community land grant owned its common lands. The problem will be
approached using the San Joaquin grant as a case study. Before examining the history and adjudication of the San Joaquin grant, a
summary of the antecedents of the New Mexico community land
grant should help to put this problem in context.
The New Mexico community land grant was a direct descendant of the Spanish pueblo, which in turn can be traced back to
Roman times. The word "pueblo" as used in Spain (and to some
extent New Mexico) has multiple meanings. In New Mexico its primary usage was in reference to the villages of sedentary Indians.
In Spain, however, the word refers both to a place (a village,
together with its outlying lands) and to the people who live at that
place. Thus it has both geographical and human connotations. A
man born in a pueblo is referred to as a "son of the pueblo" (hijo
del pueblo).3
0028-6206/82/0100-0005 $2.20/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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As Spain regained control of her land from the Moors, the pueblos were of strategic importance, as fortified centers holding the
land against the Moors and as colonizing centers from which to
plant new settlements. This importance made it possible for the
pueblos to gain control, by grant from the king, of areas surrounding the pueblo administered according to local custom rather than
by codified law. 4
These lands of the Spanish pueblo were divided into several
classes according to their use. The monte (Latin montis, mountain), low quality pasture land because it was mountainous and
covered with trees and brush, was used primarily for gathering
wood and acorns. The prado (pratum, meadow) was high quality
pasture, often irrigated. The dehesa (defensa, enclosed) was fenced
pasture land. The ejido (exitus, exit) was a multipurpose piece of
land just outside the pueblo (at its exit), which was used as a
threshing floor, a garbage dump or for keeping stray animals.
These lands of the people were called tierras concegiles (lands of
the council) and were usually used in common. 5
The tierras concegiles provided the means of maintaining a selfsufficient community; they were the keystone of its economic and
social life. When the Americas were colonized, the institution of
common lands was transplanted to New Spain. 6 In New Mexico,
these lands were often simply called ejidos 7 or-as in the case of
the San Joaquin grant-pastos (pastures) and abrevaderos (watering places).8 Other New Mexican land grant documents refer to
"montes" and "agua" as additional names for the common
lands. 9
Besides t~e right to use the common lands, the settlers on a community land grant in New Mexico received allotments of land for
a house lot and an irrigable garden plot. These were treated as
private property and could be sold after the four-year possession
requirement was satisfied. 10
The San Joaquin grant followed the usual pattern of a New Mexico community land grant. The history of this grant, however, is
replete with contradictions and controversies. II Even the name of
the grant is open to question. San Joaquin is used here because
those living in the villages on the grant have always referred to it
by this name. But on the official records of the U.S. Court of Pri-
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vate Land Claims the grant is called the Canon de Chama grant.
Ironically, this name presaged the fate of the grant, which was
held by that court in 1894 to include only the allotted lands in the
Chama River canyon, surveyed in 1901 as containing a mere
1,422 acres. (The entire community grant, including the common
lands, contained almost half a million acres.)12
The confusion as to the name of the grant starts with the original grant documents. When Francisco Salazar petitioned for the
grant in 1806-along with thirty other prospective settlers-he referred to it as "el Canon del Rio de Chama." Alcalde Manuel
Garcia de la Mora also used this name in his report to the governor on the propriety of making the grant. But when Governor
Joaquin Real Alencaster made the grant, he provided that the first
settlement on the grant be called San Joaquin del Rio de Chama,
presumably in honor of his name saint. This name stuck, for in
1808 when Alcalde Garcia de la Mora made his report on the
ceremony in which he del'ivered possession of the land to the
grantees (whose number had now increased to thirty-nine), he
stated: "I proceeded to the Chama River canyon, called San
Joaquin."13
Governor Alencaster's granting decree made it clear that this
was to be a community grant with individual allotments and common lands to be used jointly by the settlers for grazing and watering their animals and for gathering wood, herbs, and other
resources of the land. The decree provided that each settler receive
a plot of land "capable of being planted with the equivalent of
three cuartillas 14 of wheat[,] . . . three almudes 1s of corn,
another three of beans, and of having erected on them a small
house with a garden." The remaining lands were designated as
common lands. Alferez Salazar 16 received a double allotment of
land as poblador principal 17 and was appointed justice for the
community.
The boundaries were designated as: the Cebolla River on the
north, the Capulin (mountain) on the south, the boundary of the
Martinezes on the east, and the cejita blanca (little white ridge) on
the west.J8 The boundary of the Martinezes referred to the Piedra
Lumbre grant, a private grant made to Pedro Martin Serrano in
1766,19 and the boundaries on the north and south were clearly

8
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defined natural landmarks, but the western boundary call was not
as clear and was destined to cause a great deal of controversy after
the United States occupation of New Mexico.
There was never a serious question as to the validity of the San
Joaquin grant nor as to its nature as a community grant. The main
question that U.S. officials asked in connection with its adjudication was about its size. In 1861, when approximately four hundred of the grantees and their heirs petitioned the surveyor general
of New Mexico for confirmation of the grant, it was estimated at
184,320 acres. 20 But when surveyed in 1878, it turned out to contain 472,736 acres. 21
Surveyor General George Washington Julian 22 rendered the first
report recommending rejection of the common lands of the San
Joaquin grant in 1886. 23 Before that, the grant had been recommended for confirmation twice, once by Surveyor General James
K. Proudfit in 1872, before the grant had been surveyed,24 and
again in 1880 after the official survey showed how much land was
encompassed within the grant boundaries. 25
The latter recommendation for approval was unusual, for prior
to the establishment of the Court of Private Land Claims, the only
government official authorized to investigate the validity of land
grants was the surveyor general. Thereafter, Congress either confirmed, rejected, or failed to act regarding the surveyor general's
recommendation. But in the case of the San Joaquin grant the
House Committee on Private Land Claims requested more information from the secretary of the interior concerning the grant. 26
Commissioner J. A. Williamson replied in a letter dated 20 May
1880 in which he recommended that the grant be confirmed in its
entirety.27
The first inkling of the government's position against the confirmation of the common lands is found in Julian's supplemental
report of 1886. Until Julian arbitrarily reversed the presumptions
that had been in favor of land grant claimants,28 a community
land grant, including its common lands, was presumed to be valid
if there was a town or community within the grant as of 1846. 29 In
his report on the San Joaquin grant, Julian did not provide any
theory to support his opinion regarding the ownership of the common lands, but merely stated that it was not the alcalde's intent to
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transfer title to the common lands to the grantees. 30 This was contrary to the language used by Alcalde Garcia de la Mora (after
reciting the boundaries, he stated that the unallotted land was "for
their pastures and watering places, with a view to the coming of
other settlers and the increase of families. . . ").31 So Julian probably thought that he needed a more substantial basis to justify the
rejection of millions of acres of common lands in New Mexico
community grants. 32
In 1887 the surveyor general set about establishing his theory
that the Spanish government retained the title to the common
lands. He sent investigators to San Miguel County to search for
evidence in the deed books in Las Vegas to support his view about
the Las Vegas grant. 33 Although funds for this investigation ran
out before Julian's theory could be documented, Matthew Reynolds, the U.S. attorney for the Court of Private Land Claims,
picked up the thread when he prosecuted the government's case
against the San Joaquin grant before the U.S. Supreme Court.
The government did not assert Julian's theory of retained title to
the common lands in the government of Spain, however, until
after the Court of Private Land Claims had limited its confirmation of the San Joaquin grant to the allotted lands in the Chama
River canyon. Until the appeal to the Supreme Court, the government's attack on the grant was limited to an attack on the boundaries; the Claims Court's rejection of the common lands was not
supported by any legal theory.
Even before Julian submitted his report of 1886, a protest
against the 1878 survey of the grant was filed in his office by a
group that claimed that the survey of the grant had improperly included their lands. 34 The U.S. government was in a delicate position regarding the survey because one of the U.S. attorney's key
assistants, Will M. Tipton, was a member of the survey crew.
Later Tipton prepared a memorandum stating that he had not
agreed with the survey and had refused to sign the required oath
although he had supervised the chaining (measuring) of most of
the land and had written the rough notes. Tipton then made the
shocking statement that the affidavits of the witnesses, which
pointed out the landmarks serving as boundaries, were forged. 35
These witnesses had been furnished by the speculators who
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had purportedly acquired the San Joaquin grant. One wonders
whether some of 'the deeds upon which their claim to ownership
was based were not also forgeries. Instead of pursuing this inquiry,
however, the government investigators set about procuring witnesses to establish the forgeries relating to the boundaries and
witnesses to testify to what they considered to be the true boundaries. 36
The most questionable boundary was the western one, the cejita
blanca. Apparently there were two such landmarks: one was the
continental divide, which was used in the survey of 1878; the
other was in the Chama River canyon near the San Joaquin settlement of 1808, some fifteen miles to the east of the continental
divide. When the San Joaquin grant was adjudicated before the
Court of Private Land Claims, most of the testimony at the trial
centered on the question of which cejita blanca was called for in
the original grant. 37 This point was considered so important by the
government that it took the deposition of two witnesses before
Chief Justice Wilbur F. Stone prior to trial, a procedure seldom
followed before the Claims Court. One of the witnesses, General
Jose Maria Chavez, testified that the continental divide was the
true western boundary and that a monument had been erected
upon it. 38 Strangely enough Chavez was not called to testify at the
trial for the claimants.
The testimony about the location of the boundaries of the San
Joaquin grant is important because the case was argued by the
government on the theory that if the grant were valid, its extent
should be determined by the locations of these boundaries, not by
the location of the allotments, as the court eventually decided.
This was how the court understood the issues at the trial, for the
only questions the judges asked 'Yere about the exterior boundaries. No testimony was taken concerning the location of the allotments; thus, the decision limiting the size of the grant to these
individual allotments was entirely an afterthought. 39
The United States Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the
Court of Private Land Claims on two grounds. First, the decision
of Justice Fuller reviews the title papers and concludes, in language reminiscent of Surveyor General Julian's report of 1886,
that the alcalde did not intend to transfer title to the common
lands to the grantees. Fuller writes that "reference is indeed made

12
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to the use of the lands within the out-boundaries for pastures and
watering places, but this did not put them out of the class of public
lands, and . . . no title was conveyed." He then cites the Sandoval case,40 which was decided on the same day as the San Joaquin grant case, and says that "we have just held . . . that as to
all unallotted lands within exterior boundaries where towns or
communities were sought to be formed, as in this instance, the title
remained in the [Spanish) government for such disposition as it
might see proper to make."41
The theory of these cases was that if the Spanish-and then the
Mexican-government owned the common lands, the United
States (and not the heirs of the San Joaquin grant) inherited that
ownership as successor sovereign. The question of the ownership
of the common lands has both legal and historical implications.
The Supreme Court purported to decide this question without all
the historical facts before it, so a legal and historical distortion
resulted. Subsequent historians like Ralph Emerson Twitchell,
writing on questions of Hispanic land tenure, have quoted these
and other similar cases instead of engaging in independent
research on the ownership of the common lands of a community
land grant. 42
Besides missing the historical fact of the Castilian land-owning
pueblo that took root in New Mexico,43 the Supreme Court was not
made aware of additional legal and historical authorities that bear
on the question. The lands owned by the Castilian pueblo were
generally distinguished from the lands owned by the king. Crown
lands that had not been granted to individuals or communities
were called tierras realengas or tierras baldias. In sixteenthcentury Castile, the monarchs followed a policy of protecting the
lands of the pueblos~the tierras concegiles. Numerous laws were
enacted to safeguard the tierras concegiles from usurpation by the
nobility, by municipal officials, or by ordinary citizens. 44
An extremely important point concerning the tierras concegiles
was not mentioned in the San Joaquin litigation. While both the
tierras baldias and the tierras concegiles fell into the broad
classification of public domain, civil law countries like Spain had
two classes of public domain: the public domain proper, which
was owned by the sovereign, and the private domain which was
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owned by communities and municipalities. The former was the
tierras baldias and the latter was the tierras concegiles. The importance of this distinction is that under international law, which
the Claims Court was supposed to follow, the public domain
passes to a successor state when there is a change of sovereignty
(as when New Mexico was occupied by the United States), but the
private domain is retained by the communities and municipalities
just as the private property of individuals is retained by its
owners. 45 This well-established rule could have disposed of the
question of ownership of the common lands of the San Joaquin
and other community land grants. But it was overlooked, by the
lawyers and by the judges.
Also overlooked were three types of Spanish law germane to the
issue: codified law, commentaries on codified law, and Spanish
custom. The foremost Spanish code, which was still in effect at the
time of the U.S. occupation of New Mexico, was Las Siete Partidas. Partida 3, titulo 28, deals with the Spanish concept of ownership. Titulo 28, ley 9, spells out the ownership of pueblo lands
by the community:
the things which belong separately to the commons of cities or
towns are the exidos, the forests and pastures, and all other similar
places which have been appropriated and granted for the common
use of each city or town. 46

The Recopilacion de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias dealt with
the procedural problems of forming settlements in the Americas,
but had little to say about the substantive law concerning ownership of property; these matters were covered in earlier codes like
Las Siete Partidas, which was specifically made applicable to the
Americas. 47 The Mexican Colonization Law of 1824 and the regulations issued under that law in 1828 were the first comprehensive
legislation regarding New Mexico land grants. Article 2 of the
1824 law recognized the traditional ownership of the common
lands by the pueblo when it stated:
the object of this law is those lands of the nation, not being private
property nor belonging to any corporation or pueblo, and can
therefore be colonized [emphasis added].48

14
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There were numerous Spanish law codes, but none was truly
comprehensive. Instead of providing that later ones would supercede earlier ones, Spanish -officials allowed them to overlap and
duplicate one another. For this reason it was necessary for legal
scholars to synthesize and summarize the authorities on various
points of law. Most often cited and considered the leading authorities are the works of Mariano Galvan-Rivera and Joaquin
Escriche.
Galvan's primary work, Tierras y Aguas, which was attached as
an appendix to Escriche's authoritative Diccionario Razonado de
Legislacion y jurisprudencia, aptly summarizes the situation
regarding the mynership of the common lands of a community
land grant:
they [the kings] had to cede to the communities of America and to
their councils . . . a certain portion of lands, so that people
would come for the maintenance and betterment of the land, making use of the pastures and tillable lands. . . . These lands they immediately named according to their kind, ownership and use: concejiles. . . .49

The third type of Hispanic law, custom and usage, is the most
important. Since there were few law books or lawyers in New
Mexico prior to American occupation, disputes about land ownership were settled in traditional ways, which were considered binding and accepted by all sides. 50 Though falling under the
classification of customary law, this litigation was usually written
down and was characterized by a formality somewhat amazing
considering the frontier setting in which it took place. The parties
were often adept at the use of argumentation and persuasive techniques generally reserved to trained lawyers. 5 I
In the case of the San Joaquin grant such a dispute occurred at a
time when New Mexico had the closest thing to a formal judicial
system prior to the United States occupation. 52 The details of this
litigation are of interest historically, showing how the traditional
system of customary law operated and shedding light on the history of the San Joaquin grant. Also of interest here is the effect of
this lawsuit on the question of ownership of the common lands.
For under the international law doctrine of acquired rights, a
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determination by a former government of the validity and nature
of the property rights of its citizens is binding on the successor
government (the United States).53 The Mexican government made
such a determination as a result of this litigation.
The dispute began in 1828 when Alcalde Jose Maria Ortiz gave
a group of settlers possession of allotments along the Gallina
River, at its confluence with the Rio Chama. Alcalde Ortiz apparently realized that since the allotments of 1828 on the Gallina
were within the boundaries of the San Joaquin grant and were
without the sanction of those grantees, they could be justified only
by attacking the original allotments made by Alcalde Garcia de la
Mora in 1808. This Ortiz did by deciding on his own that a provision in the San Joaquin grant for returning the original title papers
to the governor, for deposit in the archives, had not been complied
with. 54
Alcalde Pedro Ignacio Gallegos, who was the head of the ayuntamiento of Abiquiu, sided with the San Joaquin settlers and
ordered the Gallina settlers off the land. Then, in 1832, Jose de
Jesus Chacon, leader of the Gallina group (he was the son of one of
the original grantees who had sold his interest in the grant),55 petitioned Governor Santiago Abreu, seeking a declaration that the
actions of Alcalde Gallegos were illegal, appealing to the governor
as one "who knows the alcaldes of the territories very well and
that many times they avail themselves of our ignorance to commit arbitrary acts. . . ." Chacon stated that he and his fellow
settlers had raised crops on the land they were claiming, a fact he
said he could prove by the tithe collector. 56 The governor referred
the petition to the asesor (attorney general), Antonio Barreiro,
a lawyer who the central government in Mexico City sent to act as
a one-man judicial system for the province of New Mexico. 57
Barreiro notified Abreu that he had already been approached by
Alcalde Gallegos and had told him to form an expediente, as he
could not decide the matter on the basis of a simple communication. 58 So the governor conveyed the wishes of the asesor to
Alcalde Gallegos for the second time. 59
Again Gallegos tried to circumvent Barreiro's request. Instead
of forming an expediente, he purported to decide the controversy
himself, stating: "I declare the possession. . . given by. . . Ortiz
of the lands on the Gallina River. . . not legal." This was true, he
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said, because the title papers had not been certified by the alcalde,
certified copies given to the parties, and the original returned to
the gov.ernor in Santa Fe to be deposited in the archives. 60
Again Barreiro patiently but firmly explained in detail what he
meant by his order to Alcalde Gallegos to form an expediente:
Salazar, Chavez and the other complainants [leaders of the San
Joaquin settlers], must present you a written statement in which
they should set forth plainly and simply the facts relating to their
possession and the right which they believe they have to the lands
which they claim; of this statement you will give a copy to Chacon,
Garcia, Duran and Contreras [leaders of the Gallina settlers], in
order that they also may give an idea of the right which they claim,
basing it upon whatever they believe to be right, but they must express it clearly and briefly. . . .

A copy of the Gallina reply statement was to be given to the San
Joaquin settlers, who were to respond to it within six days. This
statement was to be delivered to the Gallina settlers, who then had
another six days to reply. Alcalde Gallegos was then asked to
assemble these statements, two from each side, and forward them
to Asesor Barreiro for his decision, which ultimately would determine the validity of the San Joaquin grant. 61 Barreiro's minute
specificity as to what he required as a proper expediente did not
leave room for any further evasions by Alcalde Gallegos.
The first statement of the San Joaquin settlers argues that their
possession was legal and that the possession given by Alcalde
Ortiz to the Gallina settlers was not legal because it was within the
limits of the San Joaquin grant and had not been approved by the
Territorial Deputation. 62 The first statement of the Gallina people
raises two new points: that the allotments made by Alcalde Ortiz
were made with the knowledge of the governor, Jose Antonio
Chavez, and that the San Joaquin grantees should have protested
in 1828 when the allotments were made. They close their brief
with a bit of overstatement, charging that the San Joaquin settlers
"want to enjoy our property without the labor of reclaiming these
far off lands which we have improved with our blood . . . notwithstanding that we are so poor that to procure an axe or a hoe
we would pledge our persons. . . .' '63
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The second statement of the San Joaquin group focuses on this
last remark. It singles out Mateo Garcia as not being as poor as
stated but rather owning land in Abiquiu sufficient to support a
large family and a tract in EI Rito "from which hefills a granery
every year." Next it says, as to the work done by the Gallina group
on the land, that it is "nothing more than to yoke a pair of oxen
and go along planting their seeds." As to the delay in making their
protest, it states that two of their group did in fact protest to
Alcalde Ortiz at the time of the Gallina allotment of 1828, but he
would not hear them. Finally the San Joaqui~ settlers reveal that
their work in making the ditch to obtain water for irrigating the
San Joaquin fields, when they were put into possession in 1808,
was very great, notwithstanding the fact that their efforts were unsuccessful. This probably explains why some of these settlers
joined the settlement on the Gallina. 64
At this point in the proceedings much of the argument advanced
had degenerated into name-calling and flowery rhetoric in spite of
Barreiro's admonition to both sides to express themselves plainly,
simply, and briefly. The final statement of the Gallina settlers
complains that "now we see only rights usurped, justice delayed
and ourselves burdened with costs we can ill afford to bear."65
Barreiro now had the expediente he had requested. He was acting as a sort of "Supreme Court of New Mexico" when he
rendered his decision, which cut through the verbiage of the expediente to the heart of the matter. That the original grant document
was not in the archives, he said, did not make the grant invalid. In
Barreiro's words, "the possession given at the Canon de San
Joaquin del Rio de Chama is legal, because even if there be any requisite lacking, it is not an essential requisite, but one of pure formality. "66
The final step in this litigation was taken when Alcalde Gallegos
executed this decision on 10 May 1832. He announced that anyone who considered himself to have any right to an allotment of
land on the Gallina should appear on that day. Three citizens
chose not to: Mateo Garcia, Tomas Chacon, and Tomas Salazar.
Jose Maria Chavez, senior regidor of the ayuntamiento of Abiquiu,67 was appointed to notify these three that by failing to appear they had forfeited any right to an allotment. Alcalde Gallegos
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pointed out in his report that neither Garcia nor Chacon would
have been entitled to an allotment anyway because Gar:cia had
sold his interest in the grant, and Chacon's father had sold their
rights.
Those who did show up at Gallina that day in May received
suertes 68 of 150 varas-fifty varas of irrigable land and one hundred varas of uncultivated land. Most of the eighteen settlers who
received allotments at Gallina in i 832 had also received allotments in 1808 at the village of San Joaquin. 69 Among those receiving allotments in 1832 were the children of the deceased Francisco Salazar. 70
The allotments in 1832 at Gallina, about five· miles from the
original village of San Joaquin, demonstrate that the Mexican
government viewed the ownership of the San Joaquin grant differently than did the United States Court of Private Land Claims
and the Supreme Court, which held that only the allotments of
1808 were valid and that the rest of the land within the grant
belonged to the U.S. government.
But the historical as well as the legal facts show that the lands
outside the village of San Joaquin were as much a part of the grant
as were the allotments of 1808. Alcalde Gallegos's report on the
repartimiento proceedings makes this conclusion clear:
I, having caused the grant made by the governor, Don Joaquin de
Real Alencaster, to be read in the presence of all, . . . ascertained
that the lands of the Gallina River were and are within the limits of
the grant, and . . . that the lands that were not partitioned at the
time when posSession was given!,] remained for the children that
might be born to the settlers. 71

The epilogue to this litigation was a decision by a commission of
the Territorial Deputation in 1833, based on a claim by those dispossessed by the 1832 allotments, led by Mateo Garcia. The committee reaffirmed the decision of Asesor Barreiro when it refused
to even hear the claim, stating that the land in question had already been the subject of litigation. 72 It is significant that the commission of 1833 found that the lands on the Gallina River, outside
the area confirmed by the Court of Private Land Claims, were not
public lands, as held by the Claims Court, but were private prop-
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erty. Garcia was not daunted by this second decision upholding
the San Joaquin grant in its entirety. In 1834, he arranged a trade
with ex-Alcalde Gallegos for the land that Gallegos had received
as his fee for performing the repartimiento of 1832. 73
This litigation indicates that the Mexican government considered the entire San Joaquin grant-not just the allotments of
1808-to be owned by the settlers and not by the government. The
common lands, like the Castilian tierras concegiles, belonged to
the community, and the fact that the Mexican government still
exercised some control over them through the making of additional allotments did not mean that this land was public domain.
Even in the case of private land grants, alcaldes often made allotments, for example, dividing the land among heirs upon the death
of the owners. 74
Furthermore, the acquired rights doctrine dictates that Barreiro's decision and that of the commission of 1833 should be conclusive on the question of the ownership of the common lands.
These decisions, added to the long history of community land
ownership in Spain and in New Mexico, suggest that the traditional view of common land ownership, as expressed by Twitchell,
needs to be revised.
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158, reel 29, frames 113, 117-18, and the Gijosa Grant, Court of Private Land
Claims, case no. 16, reel 34, frames 48-49,52-53. The Serna grant was actually
a quasi-community grant. It began as a private grant, but with the coming of
additional settlers using the unallotted lands in common, it came to be treated as
a community grant.

JUAN ESTEVAN PINO, "SE LOS COMA":
NEW MEXICO LAND SPECULATION IN THE 18205
G. EMLEN HALL

EVER SINCE regional historians began taking New Mexico land

history seriously, they have focused on changes in Spanish and
Mexican land tenure brought on by the advent of American sovereignty in 1846. The confusing land claim adjudications by the
United States' Office of the Surveyor General for New Mexico and
Congress, and by the subsequent Court of Private Land Claims
yield interesting stories. Manipulations of those confirmed rights
in the 1870s, 80s and 90s by organized private interests tell an
even more spectacular tale. But the pyrotechnics of territorial land
speculation mask the fact that sharp dealing in New Mexico land
already enjoyed a long history when the United States took over.
That earliest speculation started and then fueled the small fire that
later spread so quickly and disastrously under American rule. 1
The first sparks of those early speculative fires often lie hidden
in the midst of separate, on-going tales of the Spanish and Mexican
period. This paper will trace the rise of Juan Estevan Pino as a
significant dealer in New Mexico land between 1820 and 1830.
The Pino portrait emerges from disparate land transactions at different places and times; it is hard to find the pieces, harder still to
see them whole. The resulting composite is not unique; other
native New Mexicans had done and would do the same thing as
Juan Estevan Pino. But Pino's land career in that critical onedecade period exemplifies a growing tendency among elements in
New Mexico society to regard land as an economic asset to be exploited for the capital it could raise, not the crops it would yield.
The story of Pino begins in January 1820. At that time Maria
Vitoria Gutierres, the wife of an ailing Angostura rancher and
farmer, presented a curious petition to Governor Facundo Melgares of New Mexico. A few years before, she said, she and her
0028-6206/82/0100-0027 $1.60/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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husband had borrowed 800 sheep from her brother, Pedro Miguel
Gutierres, to meet other obligations. They had not repaid the loan.
Now, in 1820, the brother claimed to own his sister's ranch by
default. Could the governor help her protect her land by straightening out the matter?2
On 24 March 1820 Pedro Miguel Gutierres responded to his sister's petition. He did not blame her for the trouble between them.
Instead, he blamed the original loan of 800 sheep, which had
started the problems, on an aggressive local merchant named Juan
Estevan Pino. 3
In fact Pino was not just any local merchant. By the early nineteenth century an increasingly stratified New Mexico society had
begun to develop. Pino brought to the mundane Angostura transaction a relatively lofty place in the emerging upper class. Born in
1782, Juan Estevan belonged to a family that had achieved political prominence by the turn of the eighteenth century. His father,
Pedro Bautista Pino, served in 1810 as the first and only New Mexico delegate to the short-lived Spanish Cortes on the European
continent. The Pino family moved easily between the landed aristocrats of the rio abajo and the center of political power at Santa
Fe in the rio arriba. Various documents locate the family at Isleta
in the south and Santa Fe in the north before son Juan Estevan
appeared on the scene. 4
In the first decades of the nineteenth century Juan Estevan Pino
began to follow in the footsteps of his father's political career.
By 1814 he had joined the Santa Fe ayuntamiento, a local body
that exercised considerable influence in land grant matters, while
simultaneously pursuing his land interests. 5 During the same
period he also served as a member of the Diputaci6n Territorial,
the area's first attempt at representative government. Through the
1820s he continued his offical functions, sometimes filing reports
with the government from distant posts where he had acquired
real.estate. 6 In the early 1830s Pino added a judicial post to his
peripatetic life when he became a judge, sometimes deciding in
that capacity various land disputes. 7 By the mid-1830s New Mexico achieved departmental status in the new Mexican federal system, and Juan Estevan was chosen the state's first delegate as his
father had been chosen to go to Spain before him. Juan Estevan
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celebrated the political triumph by formally authorizing his still
minor child, Manuel Doroteo Pino, to manage the father's affairs
while Juan Estevan was gone. 8
The power of attorney in 1832 mentioned nothing about the Angostura affair of 1820, which so troubled Pedro Miguel Gutierres.
Apparently Juan Estevan Pino had moved well beyond Angostura
in the intervening years. But the early description provided by the
Gutierres's complaint remained true to Pino's land dealings in the
subsequent decade.
Several years prior to 1820, reported Pedro Miguel in Spanish
laced with marvelous hyperbole, Juan Estevan Pino had lent
money to Maria Vitoria Gutierres and her husband. In return Pino
had taken a mortgage on their Angostura ranch and irrigated
land. ("Una dependencia con D. Juan Estevan Pino," Maria said,
"hubo de quedar, para su satisfaccion, en clase de empefiada, la
propriedad que disfructamos.") Maria's husband then fell ill. The
couple could not or did not repay the borrowed money. Now Pin~
had the Gutierreses in such dire straits ("estrechado") with
various loans, reported her brother, that they could not meet his
constant demands. Pino threatened to take their ranch. Indeed,
Pino would devour them, they said, unless they paid the money
they owed. ("Ya D. Juan Estevan Pino se los coma por lo que devian y que queria quitarlos su rancho," as Maria's brother put it.)
In desperation Maria Vitoria and her husband turned to her
brother and begged him to lend them the resources to get Pino off
their backs. Moved by his sister's tears and entreaties ("lagrimas y
ruegos") and by Pino's unending threats against her, Pedro Miguel
Gutierres finally gave in. He lent his sister 800 sheep. She used the
sheep to settle up with Pino, but she never settled up with her
brother. Thus the war with Juan Estevan Pino ended, and the
trouble between brother and sister began. 9
The Gutierres incident played a minor role in the confusion that
already surrounded Angostura land in 1820. Part of the problem
was political and ethnic: the Angostura tract found itself squeezed
between the Indian pueblos of Santa Ana and San Felipe. Both
pueblos claimed the tract. Yet neither had occupied it since the
mid-eighteenth century when a Spanish community had settled
there and started to grow.
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Natural causes had further complicated the Angostura situation. The Rio Grande had shifted course, eliminating agricultural
land on one side of the river and accreting land to the far bank. In
the century to come, various Spanish, Mexican, and United States
tribunals would struggle with the problems caused by changes in
the political and natural course of Angostura events. 10
Juan Estevan Pino contributed a third kind of change to Angostura land problems, a new kind, one with economic dimensions.
Pino was no faceless financial institution, especially early in his
career. He never dealt in large sums of money and completely
abstract, inchoate claims to land as subsequent speculators
would. 11 Maria Vitoria Gutierres, with 800 sheep in her flock, was
no hapless subsistence farmer. Still Pino and Gutierres dealt with
land to secure capital, not to make a direct living. As such, the
incident between the two suggests a less bucolic, more "modern"
attitude toward land in New Mexico in 1820, earlier than is generally recognized. The adjudicatory mechanisms provided by the
three sovereigns that ruled over Angostura between 1820 and
1920 eventually could-and did-handle the complex problems
brought to the tract by political and natural changes. But no
mechanism could even address, let alone solve, the problems
caused by the new economic vision Juan Estevan Pino helped to
bring to Angostura.
Most native New Mexicans neither shared nor even understood
Pino's new view of land. By the 1830s substantial communities
had sprung up in northern New Mexico. Many of the residents did
not have a shred of documentary evidence to justify their presence
on the lands on which their houses stood. At the same time Juan
Estevan Pino at least already regarded land as something to be
manipulated to yield money, not crops, abstract claims, not real
use. To the first class of nineteenth-century native New Mexicans,
paper title meant nothing. To Pino, it meant al1. 12
Between 1820 and 1830 Juan Estevan Pino, in a relentless paper
chase, extended his land interests beyond the small loan business
he operated in the Angostura area. During these years his land
claims came to include a land grant he received in his name and
various other pre-existing rights he purchased from earlier land
grant recipients. The claims involved Spanish land, Pueblo Indian
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land, government land, and land like Angostura that lay somewhere in between. They stretched from Angostura on the south to
Tesuque, eighty miles north, and from the Rio Grande on the west
to the plains country, 100 miles to the east.
In one case the Mexican government granted a tract of land to
Pino himself. His sons, who inherited the tract, lost it to Preston
Beck, Jr., one of New Mexico's earliest and most obscure Anglo
land speculators. The United States then adjudicated that grant,
still directly linked to Pino, the original grantee, in the name of
the Anglo speculator. IJ Otherwise Pino's connections to New Mexico land claims were much more murky. Pino bought from original grantees whose names survived in the Spanish or Mexican
archives. He sold to others whose names appeared prominently in
the official papers of the office of the surveyor general. But because there was no public system of recording private land transfers in New Mexico until after United States succession, no one
repository held the records of those intervening transfers in which
Pino served as middle man. 14 As a result, the surviving papers that
mark the trail of Pino's land dealings randomly dot the Spanish
Archives of New Mexico, the Mexican Archives of New Mexico,
the records of the surveyor general, various private collections and
the courthouses of the counties in which his interests lay.ls To
track down all Pino's land involvements between 1820 and 1830
requires consulting all these sources.
'The largest and most obvious Pino acquisition in the period involved a huge tract of land on New Mexico's eastern frontier at the
confluence of the Pecos and Gallinas rivers. On 6 December 1823
Pino applied for the grant, bemoaning, in typical grant application terms, his, lack of ·sufficient land to pasture his livestock.
Despite protests from settlers on the neighboring San Miguel del
Bado grant, Governor Baca and the Diputaci6n Territorial looked
favorably on Pino's request. By August 1825 Juan Estevan Pino
officially found himself in possession of what he called the "Haci. enda de San Juan Bautista del Djito del Rio de las Gallinas. " Subsequent formal surveys showed that the Pino grant encompassed
some 318,000 acres. 16
According to various Pino friends, relatives, and compatriots,
Juan Estevan immediately settled on his new grant in 1825 and
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started to ranch. By the 1830s, they said, he had 900 cows and
80,000 sheep pastured on the vast tract of land. (Apparently he
needed a place to put the herds he had acquired in transactions
like the one involving Maria Vitoria Gutierres and her brother.) In
fact, his contemporaneous political career indicates Juan Estevan
must have spent most of his time much closer to Santa Fe. When
the time came to prove his use and occupancy of the grant, several
old-time sheepherders appeared and testified that they had cared
for Pino's herds as peones in his almost constant absence from the
ranch. 17
In fact, at just the time one would expect Pino to have been devoting his attention to his new ranch, he was busy acquiring, by
different means, interests in heretofore private lands. In the early
1820s he moved his credit operation from Angostura to Santa Fe
and began lending money and, in exchange, taking mortgages
from pressed land owners in the Santa Fe area, all the while holding down his various political offices.
For example, on 22 June 1823 Pino lent Gregorio Alarid 360
pesos and took in return a deed to a 536 vara tract of land that
Alarid claimed in the Rio Tesuque area just north of Santa Fe and
presumably just south of the Tesuque Pueblo grant. IS Apparently
Alarid satisfied the Pino mortgage; no more was heard about it.
But the transaction of 1823 did mark Juan Estevan Pino's entrance into the complex world of Tesuque land. By 1849 Juan
Bautista Vigil y Alarid, a younger rico of the Pino mold from the
Mexican period, would sell a tract of Tesuque land that Vigil y
Alarid claimed to have purchased directly from Juan Estevan Pino
in 1838. 19 That tract clearly encroached on Tesuque pueblo land.
The problem would await the arrival of the Pueblo Lands Board in
the 1920s for final resolution. 20 A century earlier Pino had placed
himself at the center of the boiling cauldron that the Tesuque land
would become and added apparent substance to the confused
brew.
Nowhere, however, did Juan Estevan Pino's land machinations
between 1820 and 1830 have such dramatic impact as in the upper reaches of the Pecos River's rich bottom land between Santa
Fe on the west and the Hacienda de San Juan Bautista on the east.
There Juan Estevan Pino jumped into a land situation confused in
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the 1820s by the decline and ultimate disappearance of the once
great Pecos pueblo. 21 In the ten years between 1820 and 1830
Pino acquired what he could of the irrigated and irrigable land lying on both sides of the Pecos River as it debouched from its high
mountain sources and added them to his personal land inventory.
One of Pino's acquisitions in the Pecos area seemed innocent
enough. In 1815 three Santa Fe residents had requested and received from the Spanish government a tract of land on both sides
of the Pecos River just north of the Pecos Pueblo grant. The poorly
delineated tract had brought the three original grantees nothing
but trouble with their dwindling pueblo neighbors to the south
who insisted that most or all of the new Spanish grant lay within
Indian land. 22 In 1825 Juan Estevan Pino bought out one of the
three original grantees. Then, on 23 September 1826 he purchased
the "rights" of a new, second claimant to the same tract. No one
ever heard from the two other original grantees. But by 1828
everyone assumed that Juan Estevan Pino owned the grant just
north of the Pecos Pueblo grant. By 1854 everyone assumed that
the grant in fact existed. The papers produced by Pino added
weight to the legitimacy of the claim and defined the tract's
boundaries as well. 23
Pino's final purchase in the 1820-1830 period may have placed
him in the middle of the Pecos Pueblo grant itself. By the late
1830s the Pecos pueblo survivors had moved in with their kinsmen
at the Jemez pueblo. Rumors floating around the Pecos area
hinted that the Pecos tribesmen had sold their Indian grant to Juan
Estevan Pino before departing. By the late 1880s local Pecos
custom had it that the last Mexican governor, Manuel Armijo, had
approved the sale in 1840 or 1841, thus eliminating any possible
objection to it on the grounds that the existing sovereign had not
supervised the sale of pueblo land as Spanish and perhaps Mexican and American law required. 24 Several lengthy court documents placed Juan Estevan Pino and his sons in the middle of
various Pecos land disputes in the mid-1830s. 25 But no document
appeared in the 1830s to substantiate Pino's claim to the Pecos
Pueblo grant. Pino did not mention it in his 1832 power of attorney to his son. Neither the Spanish nor Mexican archives, otherwise packed with Pino papers, documented any part of the story.
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Then, just six years before the turn of the twentieth century,
there appeared in the San Miguel County courthouse for the first
time a deed from the Pecos pueblo's last resident governor to Juan
Estevan Pino. Officially recorded on 29 May 1894, the 20
September 1830 deed from Jose Cota on behalf of the Pecos
pueblo to Pino purported to convey to the non-Indian politician
the so-called "cienega de Pecos," about 300 acres of rich, already
irrigated land lying well within the Pecos Pueblo grant and northeast of the pueblo living site. 26
The Pecos pueblo Indians had not farmed the tract themselves
since 1776 at the latest. 27 Spaniards had moved on it from the
north prior to 1817 despite continued, largely useless pueblo protest. It is possible that the pueblo in fact had decided to sell. No
one would have been more likely to buy than Juan Estevan Pino.
But internal inconsistencies cast doubts on the validity of the
document of 1830. The sixty-four year delay between the deed's
alleged making and its appearance in the public records make its
authenticity equally suspect, especially in light of the care Juan
Estevan Pino normally took to document contemporaneously his
real estate acquisitions. When in the late 1880s a New Yorker who
had purchased the entire Pecos Pueblo grant from other Pecos survivors brought suit to quiet title in himself to the whole grant,
Spanish-American residents, including Juan Estevan Pino's heirs,
responded by flooding the San Miguel County courthouse with
deeds from the Mexican period. 28 The deed of 1830 did not surface
then although it could have provided the Spanish community's
principal basis for its claim to Indian land. Instead, the deed's
appearance in 1894 coincided with Spanish Pecos's first attempt
to head off resurgent Pueblo and New York claims to land the
actual residents regarded as their own. In that year, Spanish residents of the Pecos Pueblo grant tried to incorporate the Indian
"grant," thus neatly vesting the pueblo grant with a SpanishAmerican board of directors. 29
Enshrouded as it was in Pecos politics of the American period,
the deed of 1830 from the Pecos pueblo to Juan Estevan Pino still
capped a decade of busy land speculation for the astute politician.
He had terrorized land holders in the Angostura area with his loan
shark practices. He had acquired a large grant of his own on New
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Mexico's eastern plains, well before the last Mexican governor,
Manuel Armijo, had begun to make his late and large grants on
the area's perimeters in the 1840s. 30 He had entered the Tesuque
land world and added to the confusion there. He had purchased a
small grant in the Pecos area. Perhaps he had bought the lion's
share of the Pecos pueblo's richest irrigated land in the heart of the
ancient pueblo grant. Obviously in those ten years Juan Estevan
Pino had something more in mind than a small, self-sufficient New
Mexico farm.
Juan Estevan Pino died in 1839 or 1840 with most of his estate
intact. 31 Before the advent of American sovereignty in 1846 and
the coming of the office of the surveyor general for New Mexico in
1854, a second Pino generation entered the scene. Two of Juan
Estevan's sons, Manuel Doroteo Pino and Justo Pastor Pino, further confused the tangled mess their father had left by adding
another layer of complex transactions to the state's land history.
Like their father before them, the two Pino sons wheeled and
dealt with mortgages and property.32 But they reversed their
father's established pattern of doing so. Juan Estevan had used his
money to attract others' land. His sons used their land to attract
others' moneys. In the end they failed where he had succeeded.
To a new generation of primarily Anglo financiers, the Pino
sons lost the property they had inherited from Juan Estevan. They
lost to Preston Beck, Jr., the huge eastern New Mexico grant their
father had gained. Alexander Valle, a Missouri speculator with a
Spanish pseudonym, bought their small grant just north of the
Pecos pueblo's lands. Donaciano Vigil and Manuel Varela
squeezed the Pino sons out of their claim to the "cienega de
Pecos. "33 By the time the first surveyor general, William Pelham,
opened shop in Santa Fe in the summer of 1855, the Pino sons had
disappeared, more or less, from the land grant scene.
But they and their father left a complex legacy that only further
confused the work of the hapless surveyor general. Confirmation
by the United States in 1858 of Juan Estevan Pino's grant of 1825
to Preston Beck, Jr., caused endless problems because of the
grant's overlap with the neighboring Town of Anton Chico community grant. Born of Pino's 1820-vintage speculative fervor, the
Preston Beck, Jr., grant begat only further, wilder American
period speculation to the ultimate detriment of the grant's resi-
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dents and their neighbors. 34 Pino's Tesuque area dealings added
historic texture and weight to non-Indian encroachments on Tesuque pueblo land and water. 35 His acquisition of the small "grant"
just north of the Pecos Pueblo grant guaranteed that that tract
would win recognition as "private," not "public" property.
Missouri speculators proved the ultimate beneficiaries.
As for the P.ecos Pueblo grant, Pino's alleged purchase in 1830
did the most damage to the most confused situation. One Spanish
community, residing on the Indian grant and claiming rights
through Pino's purchase, turned against another resident Spanish
community not so connected to Pino. 36 Both warring communities
had to contend with other, different and subsequent purchasers of
the grant. 37 All three contenders for title were pitted against the
surviving Pecos clan residing at the Jemez pueblo. Those Pecos
survivors would sell their ancestral Pecos home at least three different times to different buyers only to stand by, ready to return,
when the United States Supreme Court in the twentieth century in
effect voided all nineteenth century sales from Pueblos to nonIndians. 38
Juan Estevan Pino's real estate dealings between 1820 and 1830
probably had a more direct and long lasting impact on New Mexico history than did the simultaneous switch from Spanish to Mexican sovereignty. Political changes did not alter the status of New
Mexico land as much as shifts in land economics did. Juan Estevan Pino, small time operator that he was, portended the much
more serious and destructive speculations to come. In his land
manipulations, Pino showed on a smaller scale every Anglo
"trait" that would come to wreak such havoc to New Mexico land
fifty years later. Pino and his successors viewed land as an
abstract economic asset, not the basis for life-support systems.
They regarded that asset as something to be manipulated to yield
the greatest dollar, not something to support growing communities. In that sense T. B. Catron, Stephen B. Elkins, Andreus A.
Jones, Hugh N. Smith, John S. Watts and other Anglo lawyers and
speculators differed from Pino only in that they had access to
wider markets and deeper pockets. 39
In another, more important sense the connection between Pino
and those who came after him ran deeper. The rampant speculation in New Mexico land that characterized the state's territorial
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period could not have happened so easily had not Pino and his cohorts laid the groundwork as and when they did. The earlier sharp
dealings of men like Cornelio Vigil, Donaciano Vigil, Domingo
Fernandez, Tomas C. de Baca, Manuel Martinez, Juan Vigil y
Alarid, Simon Delgado,40 and Juan Estevan Pino left sufficient
loose land strings dangling to allow later speculators to grab hold.
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FRAUD WITHOUT SCANDAL: THE ROQUE LOVATO
GRANT AND GASPAR ORTIZ Y ALARID
BRUCE T. ELLIS

FEW

ACCOUNTS OF fraudulent land grant claims in territorial
New Mexico say much about the men who made the claims. Most
historians merely name them, perhaps convinced that injection of
a swindler's personal background, idiosyncracies, and social attitudes into discussion of his claim would only confuse history with
psychology-an intolerable insult to Clio. Yet a published account
of a bogus land grant scheme that tells all the cold facts of the case
but nothing of the schemer except his name is likely to leave the
reader curious about him. What sort of person was he, and how
did he happen to be the one who engineered the fraud? The present
paper will avoid a one-sided story by reviewing a documented case
of land grant manipulation while adding a biographical sketch of
the man who did the manipulating. First, however, some categorizing is necessary.
One might infer from the literature that almost all New Mexican land grant swindling was hotly protested. This was not the
case. Most published studies have dealt with only two types of
fraud: the chipping away, bit by bit, of Pueblo Indian lands by
Hispanic ranchers I and-occurring later and on larger scale-the
ousting of bewildered campesinos from their ancestral acres by
Anglo speculators. 2 These types indeed were denounced, always
by the defrauded victims and sometimes by their aroused sympathizers.
But there was another type of swindling, seldom mentioned in
the literature, which met with little or no local censure simply
because it had no local victims, Indian or Hispano. This kind,
prevalent during much of the United States territorial period, was
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aimed only at unoccupied land that lay within the public domain.
There was much public domain-and in those days, so lamentably
different from ours, any effort to transfer federal holdings to the
private sector by irregular means was not considered to be fraud,
but commendable business enterprise. If successful in his effort the
claimant received his community's plaudits; if he failed he was
condoled for the ineptness of his legal counsel and wished better
luck next time.
The Roque Lovato land grant claim of 1871 typifies this socially
sanctioned theft. Affably conducted by everyone concerned, the
case posed no threat to anyone's ancestral acres, its only nominal
adversary being the federal government. Thus there was no cause
for criticism except perhaps from Washington-and in its first
heady decades the territorial press, reflecting popular sentiment,
customarily brushed this criticism aside as petty, politically inspired, and irrelevant to the process of making a living in the far
Southwest. 3
When in 1785 Roque Lovato, armorer of the Santa Fe Presidial
Company, submitted a petition to Governor Juan Bautista de
Anza, all he wanted, he said, was a "piece of unoccupied land at
the north edge of the city" upon which he could build a house and
maintain his family. He described the piece he had in mind merely
as las chorreras 4 of Jose Moreno and Vicar Santiago Roybal, both
deceased. The requested land was granted him by Anza, its boundaries were measured and marked off to the satisfaction of the current neighboring property owners (colindantes), and Roque was
placed in possession on 26 September 1785 by Lieutenant Jose
Maldonado, acting for the governor. He pulled grass, threw
stones, and shouted "God save the King!" as legally prescribedand then promptly disappeared from the local land records
(authentic records now surviving, that is). What he did with his
grant from that day on is unknown.
Twenty years later, however, the grant evidently had come into
government ownership. In 1805, on land that lay just within the
grant's western border on the lorna (low hill) about 600 yards
northeast of the city plaza, Governor Joaquin Real Alencaster
started building a little adobe fort, using funds of the presidial
company for the project. At the same time, also with presidia1
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funds, he reconstructed a nearby old adobe hut for use as a
powder magazine (garita de p6lvora). 5
The latter structure, although within twelve yards of the fort,
apparently stood just outside Lovato's grant, on the eastern edge
of land then belonging to a retired soldier, Jose Pacheco, who had
been one of Roque's satisfied colindantes in 1785. In 1805
Pacheco, then seventy-six and drawing an invalid's pension and
whose large residence was in the flatlands below the loma, west of
an old road to Tesuque, made no recorded objection to the government's repair and use of the little hillside hut. In time, continued
usage may have led to the government's assumption that it owned
this structure as well as the fort. If so, this assumption was not to
last.
Pacheco died in 1814. 6 In 1793 one of his daughters had married a presidial soldier named Jose (or Josef) de Jesus Rivera,7 who
soon after his father-in-law's death, through his wife's inheritance
and other means, was in possession of much of the former Pacheco
property including, evidently, the loma site of the rebuilt garita de
p6lvora. 8 In 1835 Rivera, then retired, started charging the
government with rent for the structure.
His ownership is attested by eight rental agreements, payment
orders, and receipts for the years 1835-1836 and 1843-1845. 9
The first agreement, signed by the presidial captain, states unequivocally that the "garita in which the powder is kept" is situated on Rivera's property and that he is the building's legitimate
owner.
Against this untidy background the sharper lines of the grant's
later mishandling may now be sketched. No one seems to have
questioned the grant's ownership in the early 1850s when Gaspar
Ortiz y Alarid entered the scene as ostensible new holder of title.
Although details of just how or when he attained such status are
unclear, he occupied the old residence on the grant for a few years
and soon after 1857 remodelled the nearby old fort for civilian
use. Then his horizons evidently broadened. Government approval of old Spanish and Mexican land grants had become a territorial issue, so on 11 April 1871 Don Gaspar (as he was known to
his associates) petitioned United States Surveyor General T. Rush
Spencer for confirmation, by Congress, of the Roque Lovato grant
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in his name. His attorney John Gwyn, Jr., prepared and presented
the case. 10
Gwyn's first exhibit consisted of Roque's original grant papers,
in the usual four sections. All appeared to be in good order except
the last, the' act of possession. This was incomplete, its script
breaking off in mid-sentence at the bottom of a page. What should
have been the crucial following page, containing a description of
the grant's boundaries and dimensions, was missing.
The second exhibit was in the form of a Spanish deed dated 18
October 1795. It stated that on that day Josefa Armijo, widow of
Roque Lovato, in order to satisfy a debt incurred by her late husband, transferred all her interest in Roque's house and granted
lands to the"soldier of this town, Josef Rivera." The boundaries of
the transferred lands (the grant) were described as
on the east some black hills, on the west the royal road that goes
from this town as far as the divide between the drainages of the
Tesuque and Santa Fe Rivers, and on the south the road on the
north side of the Mural/a . . . . 11

The document bore the names, as signatures, of Jose Miguel de la
Pena, officiating alcalde, and two witnesses.
Submitted with the deed was a recently drawn map, based on
the deed description and noting the estimated dimensions of the
grant as two miles along the southern border and three miles along
the western border. In the southwest corner was a small square
marked "House of Roque Lovato."
Don Gaspar's petition for confirmation, next presented, cited
the grant's boundaries as the same boundaries, slightly rephrased,
as those stated in the Josefa Armijo document. It added that
although no survey had ever been made, the accompanying map
showed the grant to contain about six square miles, or 3,840 acres.
A deposition, signed by Don Gaspar, explained the loss of the
grant description. It stated that from 1850 through 1853 the complete grant papers had been in his possession. About 1854 he
turned them over to two local attorneys in connection with a trespassing case on the grant. The attorneys kept them for several
months, and when they were returned to him the final page of the
act of possession was missing. Although a long and diligent search
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had been made, it was never found. Both attorneys were by then
dead.
Attorney Gwyn introduced two witnesses in support of his
client's claim. Each swore that he had no personal interest in the
case. The first witness, Antonio Sena of Santa Fe, said that the
complete grant papers had been shown to him in 1829 or 1830
when Jesus Rivera, who then owned the grant, had tried to sell it
to him. As he recollected from having seen the now missing page
of the act of possession, the boundaries were those set forth in the
claimant's petition.
The second witness identified himself as Ramon Sena y Rivera,
age 53, born in Santa Fe. His father was Jesus Rivera, who had
bought Roque Lovato's house and land and lived there for forty or
fifty years. The witness had lived in his father's house until 1840,
when he married and moved away. While living in the house he
had often seen the grant papers, then complete and in his father's
possession. As he recollected, the grant's boundaries described in
the now missing page were the same as those in the claimant's
petition.'His father had sold the grant about 1850 or 185l.
Surveyor General Spencer questioned neither the documentary
exhibits nor the oral testimony. In his recapitulation and signed
decision, dated 8 July 1871, he explained that disinterested witnesses had declared, under oath, that they had seen the missing
page of Roque's act of possession and that the grant boundaries
stated thereon were the same as those now being claimed, which
he quoted in full. He therefore judged the grant to be a valid one
and approved its title being vested in the claimant for the full
amount of land within the stated boundaries. Accordingly, he
would ,recommend to Congress that the grant be confirmed. At
this happy conclusion, presumably, hands were shaken all around.
Among the several factors that were either skimmed over lightly
or completely ignored in Spencer's handling of the case, however,
was the means by which Don Gaspar had obtained possession of
the grant. No deed from Rivera was offered as proof of title, and
no mention of such a deed was made. Also taken at face value was
the alleged granting to Roque Lovato of a six-square-mile tract in
response to his petition for a piece of land described as mere
chorreras. Spencer's bland acceptance of this contention matched
his lack of curiosity about the claimant's two "disinterested" wit-

Don Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid
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nesses. Although it undoubtedly was known to Attorney Gwyn
and probably (in small-town Santa Fe) to Spencer himself that
each of these men was a brother-in-law of Don Gaspar,12 mention
of the relationship was avoided at the hearing, and thus it was
kept out of the record. Also avoided was any mention of the discrepancy between Ramon Sena y Rivera's claim to be the son of
Jesus Rivera and his stated surname, which in normal Spanish
usage would have made his father a Sena. 13
Spencer's complaisance in Santa Fe, however, did not produce
the expected results in Washington. Suspicious of what was going
on in New Mexico and elsewhere in the West, Congress in 1870
suspended confirmation of all pending land grant claims. 14
Although this action left the Roque Lovato case temporarily
pigeon-holed, work on it continued slowly in Santa Fe. In 1877 the
claimed tract was surveyed as required and was found to contain
1,619.87 acres, much less than the "about 3840" acres estimated
in 1871 but still an amount that would have astounded Roque
Lovato had he lived to know about it. And in 1880, with the grant
still unconfirmed, Don Gaspar sold the major part of the surveyed
tract, which was described in his deed as "the land known as the
Roque Lovato Grant."15
Don Gaspar died in 1882. The federal Court of Private Land
Claims was established in 1891, and in 1893 the case was reopened before the court in Santa Fe by local attorney N. B.
Laqghlin, representing Don Gaspar's widow Magdalena Lucero
de Ortiz. 16
This second try was disastrous. 17 Attorney Laughlin offered as
exhibits three new documents as well as the material that had been
produced in 1871. The first of the original witnesses, Antonio
Sena, was now dead, while according to Laughlin the surviving
witness, Ramon Sena y Rivera, was too infirm to testify in the current case.
The incomplete grant papers were shown to the court by New
Mexico Surveyor General C. F. Easley, who said they evidently
had never been filed in the official archives but had been placed in
the surveyor general's office in 1871 by Attorney John Gwyn, Jr.'8
One of the court's two handwriting experts, W. D. Tipton, examined the papers and found that the signatures of Governor
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Anza and the two attesting witnesses were genuine. When Laughlin moved to place the papers in evidence the court attorneys
objected; under Spanish law the documents, as originals, should
have been filed in the official archives. The present petitioner was
entitled only to the grantee's copy, or testimonio, of the final
decree of possession and should have produced this instead of the
original papers.
Although in the hearing of 1871 the Josefa Armijo deed of 1795
had not been questioned, in 1893, when submitted to the scrutiny
of Tipton and his fellow expert, Clarence Key, it ran into trouble.
In a lengthy, point-by-point discussion, corroborated by Key, Tipton stated that
1) the signatures of the executing alcalde, Jose Miguel de la
Pefia, and at least one of the two witnesses were spurious. All three
signatures had been written by a single person, who was not Pefia.
This person also had written the entire text of the document;
2) the entire document had been written with a steel pen, an instrument not used in New Mexico until long after 1795.
In short, the document was a forgery.
Tipton's testimony would have been unnecessary, although interesting, if the court had seen local records then existing and now
on microfilm in the New Mexico State Records Center. These show
that Roque Lovato was very much alive and still serving as armero
of the Santa Fe Presidial Company in 1795, when his alleged
widow was reported to have deeded away his grant. He was transferred to the invalido (retired or disabled) corps in 1798 and did
not die until 1804, in which year he was buried in the Santa Fe
parroquia. 19
Upon the conclusion of Tipton's and Key's destructive comments, Attorney Laughlin moved to place the deed of 1795 in evidence "for what it might be worth." United States Attorney
Reynolds objected.
The next document presented was another deed, also written in
Spanish although dated 2 February 1852. It stated that it was executed o~ that day by Jesus Rivera before Jesus Maria de Herrera,
justice'of the peace at Pojoaque, Precinct No.1 of Santa Fe County. By its terms, Rivera sold to Don Gaspar his residence and lands
in Santa Fe, the lands being in two parcels divided by the road
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running north from Santa Fe to the Tesuque River. The parcel east
of the road was "the land described in the grant originally made to
Roque Lovato." Inserted towards the end of the text was the
clause:
incluyendo tambien la casa de la garita que tambien corresponde
a toda la propiedad (including also the garita, which likewise
belongs to the whole property).

Unlike the discredited deed of 1795, this deed dated 1852 was
neither submitted to Tipton's examination nor given such attention by the court. Tipton had already broken the chain of titleand thus the entire case-by proving the basic deed of 1795 to be a
forgery.
Nevertheless, the new deed has several interesting features. As
has been stated, no such deed had been produced or even mentioned in the hearing of 1871. It was not recorded until 3 January
1880,20 well after Don Gaspar's claim for a six-square-mile grant
had been approved for confirmation and only nine months before
he sold all but a small part of the claimed land. This sale to two
astute lawyers would have made it advisable that a seller's ownership deed be on record. The grant's boundaries described in the
deed were the same, slightly rephrased, as those given in the
forged deed of 1795 and also the same as those sworn to in 1871
by Don Gaspar's two witnesses. And although in 1871 one of those
witnesses, Ramon Sena y Rivera, had said nothing about a deed
being passed, his name was written as that of a witness on this new
deed allegedly covering the sale in 1852 of the grant to Don
Gaspar.
Two additional features deserve mention:
1) the deed purports to have been executed before Pojoaque
Precinct Justice of the Peace Jesus Maria de Herrera. According to
the New Mexico Governor's Record Book of the period there was
no Jesus Maria de Herrera serving as justice of the peace in Pojoaque, Precinct No.1 of Santa Fe County, on 2 February 1852, the
deed's stated date;21
2) the insertion of the awkwardly worded clause including the
garita in the sale was unnecessary for deeding purposes; the Roque
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Lovato grant, as defined in the deed, included the land on which
the building stood. For another reason, however, the clause was
important. The rental records of 1835-1845, previously noted,
provide the only authentic surviving documentation of Rivera's
ownership of any land east of the Tesuque road. Their proof that
he owned the garita might also be read as proof that he owned the
entire grant (toda La propiedad) to which it was stated to belong.
Evidently to bolster this point, the eight rental records were next
introduced by Laughlin. How they happened to be in his client's
possession when they obviously belonged with the presidial accounts in the archives was neither revealed nor asked. 22 The court
paid no more attention to them than it had to the deed dated 1852.
The justices' interest revived, however, when Laughlin presented his final exhibit, which gave the case a surprising new turn.
He explained that only a few days earlier, while searching the
archives on quite another matter, he had come across a bound
book containing transcripts of papers on seven New Mexican land
grants made during Anza's administration. 23 Among the transcripts was a copy of the Roque Lovato grant documents, including the act of possession in its entirety. He had not had time to
make and file typed copies, so he would offer the original transcript in evidence.
The book was examined by Tipton, who said that the transcripts
had been made by one of Anza's secretaries and that the governor's certifying signature at the end, dated 21 August 1787, was
genuine.
The boundaries stated.in the transcript of Lovato's act of possession were:
on the east a road that leaves the house of Phelipe Sandoval, and on
the west the edge of the road that leaves this city by way of the lane
to a house of Pacheco's, the distance from one course to the other
being 275 Castilian varas. On the north a dry arroyo that comes
down from the mountain, and on the south the edge and foot of the
low hills, the distance between both courses being 325 varas. . . .

Converted, the measurements in varas would be about 756 feet
from east to west and 894 feet from north to south. These would
delimit a tract of not more than fifteen and a half acres.
Laughlin said that his client would claim only the amount of
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land noted in the transcript. If the justices had anything to say
about this new development, which completely refuted the sworn
testimony of the hearing of 1871 and the boundary descriptions in
the forged deed of 1795 and the deed dated 1852 as well, their
comments were omitted from the stenographic records of the case.
No attempt was made to tell the court exactly where the boundary lines of Lovato's little grant hadlain, on the lorna. This would
have been difficult; the two old roads cited in the act of possession
-and th~tone markers that Lieutenant Maldonado had ordered set
had long since disappeared.
And it would not have mattered anyway; the court rejected the
claim on 28 April 1894. On the following day the Santa Fe New
Mexican bluntly informed its readers that
in the case of the Roque Lovato grant. . . the court decided that
one of the deeds in the chain oftitle was a forgery and therefore the
claimant had no right to the land. 24
So much for Roque's little chorreras. But what about the man who
. tried to stretch them as far as the distant mountains? He may have
a better claim to a modest place in New Mexico history than the
claim he made for the Roque Lovato grant.
Gaspar Antonio Nemesio Ortiz y Alarid was born in Pojoaque
on 2 March 1824, the son of Juan Luis de Jesus Ortiz and Maria de
la Cruz Alarid, and grandson of Gaspar Ortiz y Paez and Francisca MartIn. 25 When about ten years old he was placed in a
private school in Santa Fe conducted by his brother-in-law
Antonio Sena. At age eighteen, in 1842, he enlisted in the Taos
troop of the Santa Fe Presidial Company, then commanded by his
former tutor Bvt. Capt. Antonio Sena, and within four months was
classified as a cadete (a young soldier especially qualified by birth
and private income). In April 1843 he received an appointment to
the Military College in Chapultepec, Mexico. Graduated as second lieutenant in February 1845, he was back in New Mexico by
March of that year. 26
His bright prospects as a New Mexican army officer ended suddenlyon 18 August 1846, when General Kearny's Army of the
West entered Apache Canyon, en route to Santa Fe. Of the New
Mexicans with Gov.-Gen. Manuel Armijo at the planned canyon
confrontation, only Capt. Antonio Sena, twenty-two-year-old
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Lieutenant Ortiz y Alarid, and another officer stayed with their
commander on his flight to El Paso. 27 Sena and Ortiz went on with
Armijo to Mexico City, where they remained about four months.
Promoted as major and first lieutenant, respectively, they were
first dispatched to Durango to raise a force for the retaking of New
Mexico, but a change of orders sent them to Chihuahua and then
to San Elizario, below El Paso on the Rio Grande. Here they were
rejoined by Armijo.
According to testimony given by Don Gaspar as a witness in a
grant claim of 1878,28 he served as aide-de-camp and private
secretary to Armijo in 1846. During their trip to Mexico City, he
said, Armijo was in "a condition of greater or less intoxication"
most of the time.
Armijo and the two officers did not rendezvous in San Elizario
until long after Doniphan's Missourians had taken El Paso in
December 1846 and gone on to Chihuahua. Ferguson, marching
south with a detachment of General Price's troops about a year
later, noted in his diary on 8 November 1847 that a few days
earlier Armijo had surrendered himself to an advance party of
Price's army that had entered El Paso. Placed on parole, he had
stayed in the city several days; then, Ferguson wrote,
it is believed that he has fled toward Chihuahua. Ortiz, his lieutenant, is here-a prisoner on parole. I understand that he said that as
contemptible as was his opinion of Armijo, he did not think that he
[Armijo] would break his parole. Ortiz is a middle-size man of
polished manners, intelligent countenance and appears to be well
educated. 29

When news of this happening reached Santa Fe, an editorial in
the 27 November 1847 issue of Santa Fe Republican castigated
Armijo for breaking his parole, but then continued:
They [United States troops] also took a Mr. Ortize [sic] who is a
lieutenant in the regular army and was with Armijo a prisoner,
who refused to violate his parole and under a passport is coming
up here. We hope the last will be well treated for his honorable conduct and receive the notice which a true and high-minded soldier
deserves. . . .
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Don Gaspar was back in Santa Fe shortly thereafter, but despite
the Republican's good wishes, he evidently was not finding his
reception wholly that of a hero returned from the wars. An anonymous letter in the paper's Spanish section on 12 February 1848
suggests that not all the problems faced by New Mexico's native
citizens in this transition period were of the weighty type now discussed in the history books.
At a dance in Santa Fe a few weeks earlier, the writer had seen a
good-looking young man who, he was told, was an officer from the
military college in Mexico who had been taken prisoner at El Paso
a short time ago. The oficer asked a young lady to dance with him.
She at first assented, but when the waltz began she walked off and
left him standing there, looking like a fool. Embarrassed, as was
natural under the circumstances, he returned to his seat, where his
friends had a hard time restoring his composure.
In the writer's opinion, this was disgraceful. The officer, who
was still depressed by his ill luck in the field, deserved better treatment. His services to his mother country were well known to all
New Mexicans. In the past year he had been one of the few who
had not abandoned his worthy general but had accompanied him
across the desert all the way to Mexico City. Back at El Paso, still
attempting to defend the integrity of his native land, he had been
seized by an American officer in command of about two dozen
men.
Witnessing the young officer's humiliation at the dance pained
the writer deeply. Perhaps if the episode became publicly known,
young ladies on future occasions might be persuaded not to refuse
to dance with him but to offer sympathy for the wounding of his
spirit by his capture. If, therefore, the editors could find space for
this letter. . . etc., etc.
Whether the letter had anything to do with succeeding events is
unknown, but less than two weeks after it appeared ex-Lieutenant
Ortiz y Alarid, on 20 February 1848, married Magdalena Lucero,
one of the four daughters of Diego Lucero whose big house at Los
Luceros, near San Juan pueblo, still stands. After running a store
in the Rio Arriba country near Alcalde for about two years he
gave up this position to engage in trade with the Ute and Jicarilla
Indians. In or about 1854, apparently, he and his wife moved to
Santa Fe. From this new base he began trading down into Mexico
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and across the plains to Missouri, at the same time starting real
estate investments in Santa Fe that after the early 1870s became
his main commercial interest. He acquired considerable property
west of the plaza between San Francisco Street and the river,
building a large two-story residence (later remodeled as the
Montezuma Hotel, now a business block), a warehouse, and
several shops, which he rented. Present Don Gaspar Avenue and
Ortiz Street, which cut through his lands, commemorate his name
in that area.
For generations, members of his family had been Santa Fe's
leading supporters of the Catholic Church. In 1869 Don Gaspar
himself contributed generously to the construction of Bishop
Lamy's new Cathedral of St. Francis. 30
When Sibley's Confederate forces were preparing their advance
up the Rio Grande from Texas, Governor Connelly on 11 November 1861 commissioned Don Gaspar a captain of militia (at the
same time commissioning his two brothers-in-law, Antonio Sena
and Ramon Sena y Rivera).31 Although his company was not
mustered into service, his obituary states that he was at the battle
of Glorieta.
A year after his apparently successful claim in 1871 to the sixsquare-mile Roque Lovato grant, he participated in the New Mexico statehood movement, led by members of the Santa Fe Ring
who believed that with statehood New Mexico land values would
be greatly increased. He was chosen as one of the movement's four
vice-presidents at the "State Meeting" held in Santa Fe on 26 May
1872. 32 In the following year he filed another land grant claimthis time for an alleged 100,000-acre "Sierra Mosca grant" east of
Nambe Pueblo, said to have been made to his father by Governor
Armijo in 1846. 33 But despite this involvement (in which he ultimately failed), Santa Fe County Republicans during the same year
elected him probate judge for the 1874-1875 term. He was not
renominated f<?r the following term and switched parties, thereby
incurring the wrath of the Ring's loyal organ, the Santa Fe Daily
New Mexican. 34 Failing to win the next election as a Democrat, he
returned to the Republican fold and again was elected county probate judge for 1881-1882, with the New Mexican's blessing. He
died in office on 9 July 1882 and was buried in Rosario Cemetery,
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his funeral-according to the New Mexiclin-being attended by
more than two thousand persons. At a special meeting the same
day, the Board of County Commissioners offered resolutions in his
honor and went into ten days' mourning. Onthe following day, at
a public meeting in the Palace of the Governors chaired by Attorney General William Breedon, main founder of the territory's
Republican party and a power in the Santa Fe Ring, speakers eulogized Don Gaspar's civic and military services and expressed the
community's deep sense of loss at his death.
The New Mexican, forgetting its diatribes in 1876 against Don
Gaspar, reported on the day of his funeral that he was one of the
county's few probate judges who had left office with any county
funds remaining in the till. At the expiration of his term of 18741875 he had turned over $ 5,000 to his successor.
Don Gaspar was among the few native New Mexicans of the reputed rico class who adapted to the post-1846 hegemony of the
immigrant Anglo politicians and lawyers with some appearance
of success. A series of early efforts to go it alone, in the old way,
evidently convinced him that to maintain his rico status he had to
learn and play the Anglo game as best he could. Part of the game
was the out-and-out thievery of parcels of the public domain,
which when managed by crafty lawyers (helped along by official
collusion) sometimes worked. When he attempted it, however, the
phoniness of the cards he played made him a predestined loser,
both in 1871 and in his vain bid in 1873 for the "Sierra Mosca
grant" (in which his attorneys were the renowned S. B. Elkins and
T. B. Catron, the latter winding up as part owner of the claim).
Compared to some of his contemporaries more active in the game
he was notably unskillful. But he tried, and as his obituary honors
show, his methods were not held against him.
Why did he try, gambling his wits and the local prestige of his
name against the unpredictable fiats of the federal government?
Neither in 1871 nor in 1873 could the acquisition of free ranchland, for his own use, have been his intention; unlike his father and
paternal grandfather, who were known as Pojoaque area rancheros, Don Gaspar never tried his hand at raising livestock. During the 1870s his sole business was Santa Fe real estate development; in 1878 he stated his occupation to be "house-building."35
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This required capital and credit-and at the time, with even Santa
Fe's little money market disrupted by the nationwide financial
panics of 1869 and 1873, these were hard to come by. What Don
Gaspar apparently needed-and needed urgently-was the ready
cash that sales of large unencumbered tracts of land might bring.
His personal fortune was not and never had been comparable to
those of the downriver Pereas, Chavezes, Armijos, Oteros, and
other well-off Hispanic traders and sheepmen or of the newly rich
Anglo merchants and speculators with whom, during the latter
half of his life, he associated. The trader James J. Webb, a shrewd
observer (and one of the few Anglos to say a good word for the
much maligned Governor Armijo), in giving his impressions of
Santa Fe as he first saw it in 1844, wrote:
the people were nearly all in extreme poverty and there were absolutely none who could be classed as wealthy except by comparison.
The Pinos and Ortizes were considered "ricos" and those most
respected as leaders in society and political influence, but idleness,
gambling and the Indians had made such inroads upon their means
and influence that there was but little left except the reputation of
honorable descent from a wealthy and distinguished ancestry.36

Don Gaspar had been trained as a soldier, not as a businessman.
He did not last long as a Rio Arriba storekeeper, his first commercial venture after his soldiering coming to its sudden and
mortifying end, or next as a trader to the Utes and Jicarillas
(violent outbreaks of these two tribes in 1854 perhaps helping to
cut this enterprise short). His switch to the Missouri-Santa FeChihuahua caravan trade, in which he continued at least through
1868,37 seems to have been more successful. But although his
wagon-train trips are glowingly reported by his grandniece
Cleofas M. Jaramillo, who calls him "The Pinon King,"3B they did
not loom large in the total caravan commerce. His name is not
mentioned in standard sources on the trade. 39
More to the point, Jaramillo notes the financial difficulties in
which Don Gaspar's widow found herself after his death in 1882.
The mortgaged and tax-burdened Santa Fe properties that he had
developed and managed to hold together while he lived had to be
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sold, piece by piece. One of the principal shops, rented to a merchant, burned down. A nine thousand dollar note, cosigned as
security for another merchant who later absconded, had been paid
in full by Don Gaspar before he died. He was survived by three
sons as well as his wife and three daughters, but the sons, "brought
up in luxury and riches, had learned only to spend money."40
So, apparently to get the spending money and enough funds to
keep his impressive Santa Fe manorial holdings intact-in short,
to continue living in everyone's view as befitted a rich Ortiz-Don
Gaspar started to dabble in New Mexico's shady land grant industry. But his special kind of dabbling was not deemed shady at
the time, at least not by those of his respected fellow citizens who
were also busy altering facts to fit the circumstances. And for a
while all seemed to be going well for his formula for making much
out of little-until Washington came up with that business about
steel pens.
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THE RIO PUERCO IRRIGATION COMPANY
LARRY S. LOPEZ

WHEN COLONIZING NORTH AMERICA, the Spanish usually
organized their efforts meticulously and carefully carried out their
plans. Large groups of pioneers, generally under a military leader
and protected by a few soldiers, struck out to establish a colony.
Once committed to the enterprise, a colonist could not change his
mind; to turn back was often considered mutiny and harshly punished. 1
By contrast, American frontiersmen moved west on a voluntary,
sometimes individual basis. "Gobacks" were numerous and faced
neither animosity nor persecution from their more determined
peers. 2 Only the Mormons came close to matching the Spanish in
planning, organizing, and executing their efforts. 3
On the other hand, less is known of the organized efforts of private companies to colonize the newly acquired lands. Land speculation and colonization companies were firmly established in
American experience; they had played a significant role in conqu'ering and settling the trans-Appalachian West, including Ohio,
Kentucky, and Tennessee; in fact, Daniel Boone was one of the better known speculators. 4 Almost immediately after the Mexican
cession, speculators moved into the conquered territories. They
were exceptionally successful in Colorado, Utah, Texas, Arizona,
and California, where land was cheap and unencumbered, for the
most part, with international entanglements. 5
The land companies were not, however, immediately successful
in New Mexico. It was the most densely populated of the acquired
regions and the natives, Hispanic and Indian, had already claimed
most of the desirable land. Organized colonization efforts required large sections of land, but the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo
unconditionally protected the holdings of former Mexican sub0028-6206/82/0100-0063 $1.70/0
© R~gents. University of New Mexico
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jects. 6 If speculative projects were to succeed, the proper legal and
business climate had to be created to circumvent this annoying
reality. The recently conquered residents of New Mexico could not
prevent the newcomers from imposing a superstructure of new
legalisms onto the existing social order.
An economy previously based on peonage and barter was suddenly confronted with unsettling amounts of money, especially
from Army pay and entrepreneurial investments. 7 A paternalistic
social order had to cope with the fact that each individual was
now responsible for his fate and could not rely on a powerful
patron. Most important for the speculator, land, whose ownership had been based on usufruct, now became merchandise that
could go on the market and be taxed like any other commodity.
Unable to adapt quickly enough to concepts of nineteenth-century
American capitalism, many natives lost their holdings.
Another factor to be considered when colonizing the West was
water. In the Southwest rainfall was sparse, and irrigation was
necessary to open new lands. The numerous ditch associations
that had operated for three centuries in New Mexico, while adequate for subsistence agriculture, could not handle the new demands. The enormous canals and dams that had to be constructed
required large amounts of capital that few individuals could provide. Irrigation companies floated bonds in the East and opened
up millions of acres of land throughout the West. In New Mexico
alone, eighty-eight companies had been chartered by 1890 and
were responsible for 40 percent of all lands brought under irrigation since the Mexican cession. 8 This is the story of one such irrigation and colonization venture along the Rio Puerco.
The Rio Puerco of the East, twenty miles west of Albuquerque,
is presently an ugly arroyo fifty to one hundred feet deep.9 It
originates in the mountains north of Cuba and parallels the Rio
Grande for approximately 1SO miles until the latter river bends
west to receive its ephemeral waters. Recently, the Rio Puerco has
been contributing less than 1 percent of the Rio Grande's water
but more than SO percent of its silt-the reason for its name, the
"dirty river. "10
In the mid-eighteenth century, the Spanish government had
issued numerous land grants to settlers along the Puerco. The
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southernmost grant was the Antonio Sedillo, also known as Los
Quelites (lamb's quarters, a type of edible wild spinach). This
tract lay west of the river and south of the point where Interstate40 crosses the valley. North of the Antonio Sedillo and east of the
river was El Bosque Grande, later part of the Atrisco grant. Northwest of the Atrisco and straddling the river for several miles lay
the Bernabe Montano grant. Directly west was the Miera y Pacheco and north of this the Antonio Baca. The Baca ran north
several miles and, in those days, touched the Ignacio Chavez, an
enormous rectangular grant whose long axis ran westward from
the river. Northeast of the Chavez and still on the west banknestIed the Miguel y Santiago Montoya grant. Directly across the
river, running almost to the Nacimiento Mountains stretched the
tremendous Ojo del Espiritu Santo. To the south, between the Ojo
and the Montano, was Indian land. Sandwiched between the Espiritu Santo, the Montoya, and the Chavez was the disputed Capitan Garcia grant. All were enormous tracts of land, the smallest
being the Montoya with some 2200 acres (see map, page 68).
These lands were coveted by Anglo-Americans and eventually fell
into their hands, despite the protection offered by treaty. One of
these Americans was Charles Lewis.
In the 1830s before the Mexican war, the parents of Charles
Lewis had emigrated from Kentucky. In 1844 Charles was born
near Peralta, a village south of AlbuquerqueY He later attended
St. Louis University where he met and married a Missouri girl
named }essie. 12 The couple had four sons. 13 Rancher, merchant, insurance man, politician, treasurer and assesor of Bernalillo
County, Lewis became a prominent man in the community. 14 He
also entered the real estate business and soon owned a great deal of
property in Los Barelas (a street is still named after him) and most
land east of the railroad tracks, where the present-day stadiums
are located. 15 In the late 1870s, he began investing in the valley of
the Rio Puerco. His first recorded purchase, on 23 June 1879, was
one-fifth of one-half interest in the Antonio Sedillo grant. 16 Within
a few months he owned land and mining claims all over Bernalillo
County. These acquisitions were small and seemed designed to
turn a quick and high profit. 11
In 1880 Lewis began expanding his holdings on the Rio Puerco,
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a once-lush and fertile valley that had been abandoned because of
deep channelization by the riverY He employed Florencio Sandoval, a dealer in rural lands, to begin buying the SO,OOO-acre
Montano grant. Quitclaim after quitclaim fell into Sandoval's
hands. Before being transferred to Lewis, most of the deeds passed
through yet another person, Jesus Sandoval. 19 Jesus, who also had
interest in the Miera grant, then transferred these lands to Lewis. 20
In December 1881, several dozen heirs of the Montano grant,
probably sensing that something was afoot, gave lawyer Lorenzo
Montano power of attorney to sell their interests. He did so,
to Lewis, without any apparent advantage to the owners. In December of 1883, Lewis, probably in gratitude, gave him power of
attorney to look after his interests in the grant. 21
In the meantime, Lewis himself began buying the Miera grant.
He made his first purchase on 1 November 1881 and, within two
years, had purchased most of the tract. Probably impatient at the
progress being made by the Sandovals, he started purchasing the
Montano directly and, in a flurry of buying that lasted more than
a year, acquired the greater part of it. Most of the remainder he
bought in 1889 for unpaid taxes, taking advantage of one of many
American-imposed legalisms. (Under Hispanic customs, land taxes
were based on usufruct; if the land produced, the owner paid a
portion in taxes, and if it produced nothing, he paid nothing. It
could not be taken from him for unpaid taxes.)
During this time, Lewis seemed to be merely speculating, with
no intention of developing his vast holdings. In fact, in 1883 he
gave Moritz Lippman power of attorney to sell the Miera grant, a
right he had already transferred to Lorenzo Montano in respect to
the Montano grant. Lewis busied himself acquiring the remainder
of the Sedillo.
While Lewis was absorbing the mid-Rio Puerco valley, another
prominent New Mexican, Mariano S. Otero, was acquiring land
throughout the county, including the Baca grant and some holdings on the Miera and Sedillo. 22 He and Lewis would later join
hands in business/partnership.
Speculation did not seem to payoff for Lewis, so he decided to
develop his property. For development, however, he needed permanent water, and his search for a perpetual source led him to the
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headwaters of the Puerco. There, in the Nacimiento Mountains, he
found a tiny, semi-permanent stream called the Nacimiento Creek,
which emptied its waters into the bed of the Puerco. The amount
was so small, however, that it did not reach his land, many miles
to the south.
Earlier·, Rio Puerco inhabitants had solved the problem. In the
1870s they had begun spreading up the valleys of the Nacimientos. Only two tiny creeks, the Nacimiento and La Leche, provided
them with permanent water. A larger stream, El Rio de las Vacas,
was nearby, but it emptied into the watershed of the Jemez river
that ran southwest into the Rio Grande. The settlers dammed this
creek and, with several ditches, diverted its waters into their
watershed. 23
On 10 July 1889, Lewis formed the Rio Puerco Irrigation and
Improvement Company (RPI) in partnership with two powerful
New Mexican politicians, Mariano Otero and Thomas B. Catron.
The diversity of interest in the venture is apparent in the inclusion
of Jessie Anthony of California and Harvey Wells of Denver. 24 In
December the company bought right-of-way through the San Joaquin de Nacimiento grant, a tract near Cuba. In January it bought
twelve miles of ditch with a right-of-way 1SO feet wide. This was
one of the ditches that brought water from the Rio de las Vacas
into the headwat~rs of the Puerco where a man-made lake had
been constructed. A few days later the company bought most of
the rights to another eight-mile ditch located four miles farther
south; it bought the remaining interests in March.
The company did not intend to allow residents along the Rio
Puerco to use this water. Already in December it had started to acquire right-of-way for passage through the Ojo del Espiritu Santo
grant from its owners, Otero and Catron. It then acquired passage
south of the Espiritu Santo through the Garcia and Baca Grants
from Otero. Lewis gave it right-of-way through the Montano,
Miera, and Sedillo.
On paper, the RPI planned two canals, one on each side of the
Puerco, each 120 miles long, from the mountains to the mouth of
the San Jose at the southern end of the Sedillo grant. 25 That it
made no attempt to acquire right-of-way on the west side of the
river indicates that the company was not really interested in the
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west canal. Every community south of Cuba lay on that side, and
the canal would pass through them, entailing sacrifice of the
precious water. As it was, the RPI could now dig a canal along the
east bank, by-pass all the dams on the Puerco, and empty the
water into the river south of Guadalupe at the east end of the
Chavez grant. From there, the water could run unimpeded to the
Montano grant where a dam was to be built.
Lewis, however, was having trouble getting the Montano and
the Miera confirmed in the newly revived Court of Private Land
Claims; without a firm patent, all his efforts would go for nothing.
In February 1892 he hired Archibald Yell to attend to the confirmation of all his grants. Yell was to do this at his expense for a
one-third interest in the Montano and Miera grants. Within two
months, the grants were confirmed. We shall see how Yell was
rewarded.
In January 1890, while still acquiring rights-of-way, the company re-incorporated into the Rio Puerco Irrigation and Agricultural Company. Absent was Jessie Anthony, but George Lewis,
son of Charles, filled the gap; there were other jobs for Anthony.
Now the company had even grander plans. It was going to dig
canals all the way to the mouth of the Puerco, 170 miles away.
Land on the Rio Grande was to be acquired and irrigated. In contrast to the original sum of $500,000, the capital stock was now to
be $2,500,000 in 25,000 shares of $100 each. 26
People make irrigation pay. But people were not flocking to buy
Rio Puerco land on the tenuous premise of future abundance; the
Puerco had defeated too many dreamers in the past, and the memory of a. dozen- vanished villages from along its banks was still
fresh. Lewis turned to the colonization companies. On 16 March
1892, the American Colonization Company was incorporated in
New York by a group of East Coast businessmen. The articles of
incorporation stated that New York City was to be the principal
place of business, but an addendum dated three months earlier
stated that Albuquerque was really the home office. In Albuquerque the company's agent was to be Frank Clancy, a man who later
acquired most of the Cebolleta land grant, west of the Miera. 27
Abel French Spawn was the Albuquerque president and Evans
Whitmore Thomas, the secretary.28 On 30 June, Lewis posted
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$25,000 bond with Spawn, allegedly of New Jersey, and with
Thomas, allegedly of New York City. The agreement stated that if
Lewis or his heirs sold any Montano land, the bond would be
forfeited. On 4 December, the company re-incorporated under the
laws of New Mexico. The incorporators were E. W. Thomas, now
allegedly a resident of Albuquerque, and several others from New
Jersey, New York, and Chicago, including a Peter McChesney who
was later to play another role in the exploitation of the Rio
Puerco. 29
Two days later, Evans, in partnership with two New York men,
formed yet another colonization company, the Fruitvale Association. One of its directors was Jessie Anthony, an original founder
of the RPI. As his domicile he listed Fruitvale, New Mexico, the
name given to the Montano grant. 30 Under that name, the land
was advertised in England. The permanent streams and rich
lands, so went the advertisements, would bring health and happiness to eager investors. Some fifty retired East CO,ast and British
small businessmen bought land and came west to make a go of it.
But their efforts came to nothing; the company went bankrupt in
1895. 31 The American Colonization Company, whose secretary
was now Evans, released Lewis from his $25,000 bond.
In the meantime, in October 1894, McChesney of New York
City, William McMasters of Chicago, and Martin Tygart of Albuquerque formed a new company, the Western Homestead and Irrigation Company (WHI) with a capital stock of $500,000 consisting of 5000 shares at $100 each. Among the seven directors were
E. W. Thomas, several newcomers, and L. Bradford Prince, a
former governor of New Mexico. 32
Lewis also had not been sitting on his hands. Already in November 1894, he had mortgaged the entire Montano grant to the
Chicago Title and Trust Company (CTT) for $150,000. Although
not officially a partner of the WHI, he planned with this money to
back the company. The CTT was to issue 300 bonds at $500 each.
In April 1896, soon after the demise of the American ColonizationCompany, the WHI arose, phoenix-like, with the avowed pur,
pose of settling the Montano. In the center of the grant, a town
was planned and to be named, not surprisingly, Lewiston. A railroad was to connect the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe with
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Durango, Colorado. Among other officials were Peter McChesney
as president and, as general manager, E. W. Thomas, who now
listed Chicago as his residence. William I. McMasters, director of
the RPI, was secretary; Phillip E. Harroun was engineer for the
WHI and RPI. "All are men ofintegrity," an Albuquerque newspaper lauded them, "whose word can be relied on. "33 Two days
later, the newspaper reported that E. W. Thomas was general
manager of the RPI, but no mention was made of his connection
with the WHI. Nothing else was officially heard of this company
for more than a decade, yet it was so closely intertwined with the
RPI that the misfortunes of one were those of the other.
Typical of the settlers the American Colonization Company enticed west was Daniel T. Ames of Elizabeth, New Jersey. On 16
February 1893, he bought forty acres at $35 per acre. The purchase included water rights from irrigation works of the RPI for
which he promised to pay all fees. He obligated himself to keep his
land free of "noxious weeds" and within two years to have onethird planted in first-class fruit trees and grapevines. By the fourth
year, he was to develop another third. The company, probably
with an eye on the future abundance of grapes, insisted that intoxicating liquors were not to be "manufactured, sold, or otherwise
disposed of as a beverage in any place of public resort on the
land."
Although he probably saw his East Coast and European neighbors pulling up stakes, Ames tarried for about a year, even buying
a lot and house in the old townsite of San Francisco, by then deserted ruins. Nothing else was heard of Daniel T. Ames of Elizabeth, New Jersey.
During these comings and goings of the colonization company
under its various names, the RPI-also under its various names~
was pushing ahead with its plans. On 29 April 1895, after completing the necessary surveys, it reincorporated as the Rio Puerco
Irrigation Company. Among the new partners were familiar
names: McMasters, Lewis, Clancy, McChesney, and Thomas. 34
On 14 June the partners met in Albuquerque and voted to issue
200 bonds at $500 each, payable in 1900. The $100,000 was to be
secured by holdings on all company assets, and the CTT was
chosen to issue the bonds. In September, the company set to work.

i.
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In December, a few months after Lewis had mortgaged the
grant for $150,000, the sheriff of Bernalillo County sold, for taxes,
all the interest that Lewis had in the Montano grant. The highest bidder, for $210, was Alfred Grunsfeld, an Albuquerque businessman. Two months later, Lewis bought back his previous interest from Grunsfeld. Where this immediately left the CTT was not
recorded, but later this transaction would come back to haunt the
descendents of Lewis. On the other hand, Archibald Yell, who was
to have paid for the confirmation of the grant out of his pocket for
one-third interest, realized several months earlier that something
was happening. He got word that Lewis was manipulating something with two lawyers from Washington, D.C., and Yell desperately tried to forestall whatever was being planned. 35 Too late he
found out what it was, and he refused to pay what he owed for
confirmation. Lewis took him to court and forced him to do so.
The hapless Yell was out several hundred dollars and a large
chunk of real estate.
The irrigation project continued. At the northwest corner of the
grant, the company built a masonry dam on the solid bedrock of
the Vado Pedregosa, or Rocky Ford. The dam was sturdy enough
to withstand any rush of water the river could hurl against it and
to divert the water into a huge canal on the east side of the Puerco.
This canal ran southeasterly along the foothills for about a mile,
where it entered a dry wash called Arroyo del Cuervo. The mouth
of the arroyo was dammed to form a 170-acre reservoir. From the
south side of the reservoir, another canal ran south along the
foothills to the southern boundary of the grant, a distance of seventeen miles. Several miles south of the Cuervo, another canal split
off to the west and leapt the Puerco to a natural hollow where a
546-acre reservoir was to be built. From there, the west canal was
to conduct water along the foothills of the Puerco and into the
Miera grant.
Those were the plans. In charge of construction was Phillip HarrO]ln, a self-taught engineer respected throughout the Southwest.
Also a self-taught photographer, he photographed the project extensively.36 Under his capable leadership, the masonry dam was
constructed, and soon a lake, two miles long, had formed. Har-
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roun then built the earthern dam across the arroyo and began
work on the system of canals. 37 Before he had completed his
works, however, a flood hit the Rio Puerco and its numerous tributaries. 38 The dam, strong as G ibralter, stood its solid-rock ground
and is, to this very day, still in place, about to be listed in the National Register of Historical Places. 39 Its creators, however, had
failed to take into account the peculiar soil of the valley. Above the
bedrock, the highly fertile and stone-free soil is extremely rich in
gypsum, alkali, salts, and lime-all highly solub'le materials.
Around the edges of the dam the turbulent waters dissolved the
land like sugar. Subterranean tunnels formed, working their way
around the unyielding masonry. The ground above collapsed of its
own weight, and the water rushed around the dam, leaving it
standing majestic, but useless above the widened channel. 40
The dam across the Arroyo del Cuervo needed no subterranean
tunnelling. It had been constructed of alkaline earth and mancos
shale,41 both easily weakened by water. As the water rushed down
the arroyo, the dam gave way and Reservoir No.1 added its water
to the turbulent Puerco. The company, lacking funds, gave up.
At the turn of the century, Charles Lewis died, still relatively
young, and left his holdings to his second wife, the former Candelaria Yrisarri. In August 1902, she transferred her interests in
the Montano grant to her stepson, John.
In January of the same year, the RPI had decided to make another try at taming the Rio Puerco. A new survey was made, relocating the canals and reservoirs, but work remained at a standstill
for several years until August 1907. At that time, the company
filed for permission to appropriate enough water from the Puerco
to irrigate 19,000 acres. The territorial engineer approved the
petition the following Ju.ly. 42 According to law, the work was to
commence no later than March 1909. One-fifth of the work had to
be complete the first year and the entire project by July 1912. 43
While this was going on, the descendents of Lewis could not
keep up with the taxes on their vast holdings. In 1906 Frank
Clancy, who was now district attorney for Sandoval County,
along with the Bernalillo County district attorney, sued for back
taxes. At the same time, an Albuquerque attorney, A. B. McMil-

12152 Construction on Rio Puerco Dam, ca. 1897 (s)

12154 Construction of Rio.Puerco Dam, ca. 1897 (s)

Philip Embury Harroun collection, Museum of New Mexico. Courtesy of author
and the Museum of New Mexico.
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lan, appeared on the scene, claiming to represent the interests of
some 650 descendents of the original Spanish settlers. He filed to
apportion the grant.
A thorough genealogical search revealed that the more than 650
claimants were indeed owners, but that the Lewis estate already
owned most of the grant-mortgaged to the CTT. The court ordered the grant sold. The proceeds were to pay the taxes, amounting to a little over $4,000. The remainder was to be apportioned to
each claimant, in proportion to the amount of interest he held in
the grant. One of these claimants was the U.S. government, which
still had not been paid more than $200 for the survey leading to
confirmation. The portion belonging to the Lewis estate was to go
to satisfy the 300 holders of the WHI bonds.
The public sale was advertised, as required by law, for four
weeks in an Albuquerque newspaper called the Weekly Citizen.
On Valentine's Day, 1908, the auction was held on the steps of the
county courthouse. The highest bidder was H. A. Jastro from
Bakersfield, California, who bid $12,000. 44 After all taxes and expenses had been paid, a little more than $6,500 remained. Of that,
McMillan received half for his share in representing the owners.
The remainder, $3,316.53, was distributed among the owners.
Some got as much as $35, others as little as 32¢. The biggest share,
some $1,500, went to the Lewis estate, and it was apportioned to
those bondholders who could be traced. The bonds were thereby
redeemed at less than one-tenth of a cent to the dollar. The case
was declared closed forever; no other claims were ever to be recognized as valid. (If justice is not blind, it was in this case poetic;
each of the Lewis children had purchased, on the average, fifteen
bonds each from the CTT.)
Some strange 'antics surfaced from this case, The judge handling
the trial was McMillan's ex-partner in a law firm. McMillan not
only represented the heirs of the Montano grant, but H. A. Jastro
as well; McMillan himself did the actual bidding. To complicate
matters further, the special master conducting the sale had advertised in a tiny weekly newspaper in exquisitely fine print. Angry
persons later claimed that nobody read the paper, that the sale
should have been advertised in a larger, more generally read daily
paper. They were probably right; the only bidder had been Mc-
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Millan. The same angry persons insisted that it could have, and
should have, been sold for at least $60,000 and demanded that the
case be reopened. The court refused the appeal. 45
In February 1909, the RPI applied for an extension of the time
required to commence work. Given a six-month extension, it again
could not meet the deadline because of its inability to sell bonds.
The territorial engineer refused another extension, so the company
went to court. The court ruled that financial inability was not sufficient justification for an extension.
On 19 August 1909, Jastro applied for water to irrigate 7,800
acres of Montano land. The Water Commission approved the request. The RPI, seeing its raison d 'etre threatened, appealed the
decision, but again the court rejected the appeal. 46 Although the
RPI sputtered along for another year, 4 7 this was the end of the
company.
Even Jastro could not seem to make a go of his holding. In October 1911, he sold his interest to the Fernandez Company, a cattleraising outfit. 48 So ended the last and most ambitious effort to control the Rio Puerco. Decades later, the Laguna Indian Reservation
bought the Montano grant.
Even before Charles Lewis moved into the valley, changing climatic conditions had caused the Hispanic farmers to abandon the
land. What had once been a shallow river lined with bosques and
productive farms began channelizing during the mid-nineteenth
century. As channelization progressed upstream from the mouth,
containing the water with primitive brush and rock dams became
more and more difficult, finally impossible. Because of solubility
of the soil, American capitalists fared no better, even with their
superior. methods. Eventually, most of the land along the Rio
Puerco fell into government hands.
The full details of the story of the RPI have not been made
public before, but its methods of acquiring land were typical of
other land and irrigation companies. Its story is the story of
speculation in the West. Although the RPI failed, the result was
the same: land was transferred to American enterprise. In many
other cases, it was developed and made productive. The West was
colonized and millions of acres of heretofore barren lands were
made to bloom. The Rio Puerco valley, although it has defeated all
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its would-be conquerors, played a small role in the westward
movement of American civilization by, if nothing else, illustrating
the limitations of its technology.
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CONFERENCE AND SCHOLARSHIP NEWS
The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its Annual Conference
in Santa Fe, 15-18 April 1982. For further information contact the Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 5819, Santa Fe, 87501.
The New Mexico Association of Museums will hold a joint conference
with the museums of Chihuahua, Mexico. The conference will be held in
Juarez at the Museo de Arte eHistoria, 22-24 April 1982. For further information contact New Mexico Association of Museums, P.O. Box 5746,
Santa Fe, 87501.
The Twenty-third Annual Arizona Historical Convention will be held
30 April and I May 1982 in Tucson. Persons interested in submitting
papers should contact Roger L. Nichols, Dept. of History, 215 Social
Science, University of Arizona, Tucson, 85721. For other information
about the conference, contact Don Bufkin, Arizona Historical Convention, 949 East Second Street, Tucson, 85719.

CAL VIN HORN ESSAY

For 1982 the former Calvin Horn Essay Scholarship Contest will be
handled by the History Day Coordinator. Eleventh and twelfth graders
competing for the Calvin Horn prize money should submit their essays in
the History Day Senior Paper Division. The papers should deal with a
New Mexico topic and center on the "trade and industry in history"
theme of History Day. The same rules regarding eligibility, references,
paper length, and quality of writing apply here. For further information
on the Calvin Horn prizes or History Day 1982, contact:
Dr. Lynette K. Oshima-History Day
Secondary-Adult Education
Mesa Vista Hall 3033
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, 87131
(277-4115)

LAND GRANTS IN NEW MEXICO:
A SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY
ANNABELLE M. OCZON

THE FOLLOWING BIBLIOGRAPHY is not exhaustive, but it
covers general aspects of land grants in New Mexico. While the
listing does not include material on all grants, many of the items
do contain information on the prominent land grants. A few items
on railroad land grants are also noted. Except for theses and dissertations, the bibliography is limited primarily to published
secondary items. The listing is divided into bibliographies and
general guides, books and theses, and essays.
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BOOK TALK is published five times a year by the New Mexico Book
League. A one-year subscription, which includes membership in New
Mexico Book League, is available for $5.00 from New Mexico Book
League, 8632 Horacio Place, N.E., Albuquerque, 87111.

Spanish and Mexican Censuses of New Mexico, 1750 to 1830, compiled by Virginia Langham Olmsted, is now available from the New
Mexico Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 8330, Albuquerque, 87198. The
price is $20.00 plus $1.50 postage. New Mexico Genealogical Society
meetings are held in Botts Hall, Special Collections Branch, Albuquerque Public Library, located at Edith and Central, on the third Tuesday
evening of the month, at 7:30 p.m. Visitors are invited to attend.

BOOK NOTES
THE OKLAHOMA PETROLEUM INDUSTRY by Kenny A. Franks ($17.50, University of Oklahoma Press) is a well-illustrated account of one of the most important
aspects of Oklahoma history. Franks argues that "Oil and Oklahoma are
synonymous" and covers the topic from first explorations in the late 1890s to
major discoveries in the 1970s. It is a positive treatment of the oil industry in
Oklahoma and of the men who dominated it.
HOPI KACHINA: SPIRIT OF LIFE, edited by Dorothy Washburn ($14.95, paper,
University of Washington Press) is an extremely attractive, large format volume
that' should appeal to those interested in southwestern Indians and in Hopi
Kachinas. Although it is a catalogue for a collection at the California Academy
of Sciences, it is broad in scope and is of considerable significance. It is heavily
illustrated, with a number of color plates. Acknowledged experts, including
Clara Lee Tanner, Watson Smith, and J. J. Brody, contributed essays on prehistoric and historic occupation of the Hopi mesas, mural decorations, Kachinas,
social organization, contemporary crafts, and modern Hopi painting. It is a
beautiful and useful book.
Latin Americanists and students of folk arts may be interested in GUATEMALAN
BACKSTRAP WEAVING by Norbert and Elizabeth Sperlich ($25.00, University of
Oklahoma Press). It is a detailed study of this weaving technique with ample
diagrams and illustrations.
I am constantly struck by the number of books on different aspects of the Mormon experience. Two new titles include DISCOVERING MORMON TRAILS by
Stanley B. Kimball (paper, Deseret Book Company, Salt Lake City, $4.95) and
THE MORMON PEOPLE: THEIR CHARACTER AND TRADITIONS edited by Thomas G.
Alexander (paper, Brigham Young University Press, $6.95). The former will be of
particular interest to those who delight in following the trails of the pioneers, for
the text is supplemented by useful maps. In addition to the so-called Mormon
Trail across the Great Plains, Kimball describes trails from New York, Missouri,
various cutoffs, and colonization outward from Salt Lake City. THE MORMON
PEOPLE, number ten in the Charles Redd Monographs in Western History, is a
collection of six essays on selected aspects of the Mormon experience. Included
are studies of polygamy, poetry, the Salt Lake Temple, education, and settlement
patterns. The latter, which focuses on the period around 1880, is particularly
provocative.
\.
The late Ramon F. Adams was a bibliographer, leXicographer, and expert on
the American cowboy. Beginning with COWBOY LINGO in 1936, Adams produced a host of books, including bibliographies such as SIX-GUNS AND SADDLE
LEATHER, THE RAMPAGING HERD, and BURS UNDER THE SADDLE. His second book,
first published in 1944, was WESTERN WORDS: A DICTIONARY OF THE RANGE,
COW CAMP, AND TRAIL, revised in 1968 with a new subtitle, A DICTIONARY OF
THE AMERICAN WEST. It is now available in paper from the University of
Oklahoma Press ($9.95). Here is the lingo of the cowboy and other Westerners in
a reference work that is delightful to read. It is humorous, salty, anecdotal, and
informative.

Book Reviews
ROOTS OF RESISTANCE: LAND TENURE IN NEW MEXICO, 1680-1980. By Roxanne
Dunbar Ortiz. Chicano Studies Center Publications, Monograph no. 10. Los
Angeles: University of California, American Indian Studies Center, 1980. Pp.
vi, 202. IIIus., notes, bibliog., index. $14.95 cloth; $9.95 paper.
EVERY SERIOUS STUDENT of New Mexico history recognizes the need for a comprehensive analytical study of the role of property control and ownership in regional
development. Struggles among sedentary Pueblos, nomadic Utes or Apaches,
Spanish conquerors, Mexican settlers, and Anglo entrepreneurs to control land
and water have often been keys to establishing economic, social, and political
power. Indeed, major transformations over the past 300 years can be explained
largely by the ability of one group or another to wrestle control of significant real
estate from other occupiers or owners. Moreover, the resources necessary to
prepare such a volume have recently become available. Thanks to the dedicated
efforts of Myra Ellen Jenkins, microform editions of the Spanish and Mexican Archives have been prepared by the State Records Center; microfilm copies of the
Bureau of Land Management archives related to land grants may also be obtained. Specialized works by such scholars as Ward Alan Minge, Victor Westphall, Myra Ellen Jenkins, Albert Schroeder, Marc Simmqns, Jim B. Pearson, the
late Morris Taylor, and others have also filled many gaps in our knowledge of
past land patterns and practices. What is needed is a historian with sufficient
energy, dedication, and imagination to utilize these resources in the preparation
of a comprehensive synthesis.
The need for such a work makes it painful to report that while contributing in
a limited way to the literature of land ownership in New Mexico, Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz's Roots of Resistance fails to provide the kind of overview for which
historians yearn. The volume's 131 pages of text leave inadequate room for
detailed analysis. It also bears too many signs of its original use as a U.C.L.A.
dissertation; footnotes, for example, are often too long and sometimes irrelevant.
More serious, whi Ie most published primary and secondary works are cited, little
use has been made of manuscript materials such as those discussed above.
Readers familiar with the subject will thus find little that has not appeared
previously, and too much space merely recounts already familiar events.
The ideological stance that the author adopts is also disconcerting. Like much
radical literature of the sixties or seventies, this book seems to have been written
as much to justify revolt as to describe and explain past events and is burdened
with excessive revolutionary rhetoric; chapter titles such as "The People Continue" and "Liberation Sabotaged" suggest the tone. Ortiz also analyzes New
Mexico history in a Marxist framework. Quotations from Marx open several
chapters, and Communist and Socialist scholars (usually writing in a European
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or Third World context) are cited. While such a comprehensive ideological struc.ture may be useful in explaining economic and social events, it sometimes encourages oversimplification and the omission of critical cultural, geographical,
or political factors. Few specialists will agree entirely, for example, with the conclusion that the land tenure question in New Mexico can ultimately be seen as "a
class struggle being waged by the indigenous peoples and former Mexican
citizens in northern New Mexico." The book also suffers from an undistinguished
format and design; readability could have been enhanced by more comprehensive editing.
Despite these limitations, Roots of Resistance provides a basic introduction to
the problems of property control in New Mexico and constitutes a fairly unusual
example of Marxian economic theory applied to the American Southwest. More
important, it may stimulate Dr. Ortiz or some other enterprising student of New
Mexico to undertake a much-needed comprehensive study of land tenure in New
Mexico.

Central Michigan University

LAWRENCE R. MURPHY

SoUTHWESTERN COLONIAL IRONWORK: THE SPANISH BLACKSMITHING TRADITION
FROM TEXAS TO CALIFORNIA. By Marc Simmons and Frank Turley. Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press, 1980. Pp. xvi, 199. lIlus., index, notes, bibliog.,
glossary. $25.95 cloth; $14.95 paper.
THE EARLIEST RECORD OF AN established smithing industry in New Mexico is the
inventory of ironworking suppl ies brought from Mexico in 1598 to the Onate settlement north of present-day Santa Fe. The center of the colonial smithing industry soon moved to Santa Fe, where a large quantity of iron products was produced for the settlers in this far frontier of New Spain. All of the iron used for
forging was imported from the mills of Europe, especially northern Spain, and
reached the blacksmiths in the borderlands only after a long journey through
Mexico. While the blacksmiths in the Spanish colonial Southwest did not produce the kind of ornamental ironwork that decorated Mexican buildings in the
colonial period, they did produce many utilitarian items, such as hinges, latches,
and bridle bits, which often displayed graceful, forged shapes, and decorative,
stamped or filed designs. Spanish traditional smithing, with its concertina
bellows and square anvil, was continuously practiced in the Southwest from approximately the early seventeenth through the middle of the nineteenth century.
The illustrations of colonial iron objects, the explanation of their use, the
glossary of Spanish smith terms, and the discussion of the history and methods of
ironworking in New Mexico are the strong points of this book. The title suggests
that the history will be of ironworking in the Southwest, but much more attention is paid to the history in New Mexico than to that of other parts of the region.
Although the authors have provided interesting introductory chapters, portions
of the text on the early history of the technology in the ancient Middle East, and
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in Celtic, Roman, Moorish, and Medieval Spain could well have been sacrificed
in favor of an amplifed history of ironworking in other parts of the Southwest, in
keeping with the stated objectives of the title. There is also some repetition in the
text, due to the inclusion of much of the same information under the category of
general history as well as under particular subdivisions. For example, a similar
explanation of the Spanish bellows appears in both chapters four and five.
The authors state that the custom of grouping craftsmen in certain sections of
the Spanish city was due to Moorish influence (p. 14); however, it should be
noted that similar neighborhoods flourished all over Medieval and Renaissance
Europe, independent of any contact with the Moors. Also, while it is relevant to
mention St. Eloy as patron of metalworks, the choice of Velazquez' Vulcan
Forge (pI. 5) is not an appropriate illustration of the Saint, since Apollo and
Vulcan, rather than St. Eloy and Vulcan, are depicted in that painting.
In conclusion, despite the minor objections mentioned above, Simmons and
Turley have written a book of great interest to those who admire the skill of the
frontier craftsmen in Spanish colonial New Mexico. The authors are obviously
quite knowledgeable about the subject and have given a detailed description of
the methods and the products of this important Hispanic industry.
University of New Mexico

MARY GRIZZARD

EL TRABAJO YLOS TRABAJADORES EN LA HISTORIA DE MEXICO (LABOR AND LABORERS
THROUGH MEXICAN HISTORY). Compiled by Elsa Cecilia Frost, Michael C.
Meyer, and Josefina Zoraida Vazquez with the collaboration of Lilia Diaz.
Mexico: El Colegio de Mexico and University of Arizona Press, 1979. Pp. xxi,
954. IlIus., index, bibliographies, appendixes. $28.50 paper.
THIs THICK VOLUME contains the proceedings of the Fifth Meeting of Mexican
and United States Historians held in Patzcuaro, Michoacan in 1977. The
drama tis personae is a rich mixture of respected senior scholars such as Raymond
Buve, Hugh Hamill, Lewis Hanke, Angel Palerm, Enrique Semo, William Sherman, and Ernesto de la Torre Villar; leading historians in mid-career inCluding
Jorge Bustamante, Enrique Florescano, Enrique Krauze, James Lockhart,
Eugenia Meyer, Jean Meyer, Arturo Warman, and John Womack; and able
researchers early in their professional work. Scholars from Australian, Dutch,
Spanish, and French universities, as well as North Americans and Mexicans, are
represented (curiously, none of the Mexicanists in Canada participated).
In Part I, twenty-eight papers are divided among twelve panels on various
aspects of labor history from pre-Columbian times to the 1970s. Papers on the
colonial period are the most numerous, with seven panels on Indian labor, Black
labor, forced labor, mining and hacienda labor, and bureaucrats and guilds. One
national period panel of three papers is devoted to Mexican labor in the United
States. This first part is completed by two excellent overview essays-one by
Enrique Florescano on the colonial papers and issues in colonial labor historiog-
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raphy; the other by John Womack on the post-Independence papers in the broad
context of work/labor history. The second, shorter part of the volume (121 of 920
pages) departs from the labor theme with papers on the historiography of
Michoacan (five papers), archives (six papers), "themes in search of historians"
(eight papers), and methodology (two papers).
Not surprisingly, the forty-nine papers from this meeting are not closely connected, and the published volume does not stand as a unified work on the subject
of Mexican labor history. The standard compartmentalization of colonial and
national periods is maintained, and most papers are narrowly focused and
based on familiar manuscript and published sources. And we learn more about
labor systems in a descriptive way than about the lives and work of laborers and
workers. Yet many of the papers are well done and move beyond the moments of
high drama-riots and strikes-that have preoccupied labor historians, to explore new topics. New elements of unity and general issues are noted by the
twenty-three commentators whose views are included with each of the panels of
papers in Part I. Old disagreements between political and materialist explanations, and historicist and class analysis approaches to history come forward in a
new light.
This book is a treasure chest of information and ideas for anyone interested in
Mexican historiography and labor history. As John Womack observes, labor and
workers are lively subjects in professional historiography today. These papers
and comments from the meeting at Patzcuaro document this enthusiasm and
good work. Too bad for the reader that he/she misses out on the spontaneous
discussion and questions from the floor that must have ensued. At least he/she is
spared in this volume the gastritis, occasional bombast, and debater's tactics that
also can be had at such gatherings.
University of Colorado

WILLIAM B. TAYLOR

WILLIAM H. AsHLEY: ENTERPRISE AND POLITICS IN THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST.
By Richard M. Clokey. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. Pp. xiii,
305. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $18.95.
ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT yet least known of the early fur trade figures is
William H. Ashley. Although his place in the emergence of America's first great
industry west of the Mississippi River has been well documented by the late Dale
Morgan and others, Ashley, organizer of the initial assault on the fur resources of
the Rockies in the 1820s, employer of such larger-than-life figures as Jedediah
Smith, Jim Bridger, Hugh Glass, Bill Sublette, and a host more, first lieutenant
governor of the state of Missouri, and, ultimately, congressman from his adopted
state, has remained remote and enigmatic as a personality. His early background, mercantile development, family life, and even his later political activities are still obscure, in part because the Ashley Papers were lost to fire long
before historians could utilize them to form an adequate biography. Now Rich-
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ard Clokey, after fifteen years of laboriously searching out scattered manuscript
collections, combing musty county records, and mastering the voluminous literature of Jack.sonian America, brings us as close to William Henry Ashley as we are
likely to get.
While his work will doubtless be the standard biography of Ashley, Clokey,
through no fault of his own, does not get us very close to the man. A typical frontier entrepreneur, Ashley apparently went west to earn his future and never
looked back. Aloof from friends, colleagues, and antagonists alike, Ashley, heavily involved in public life though he was, sought the background, and kept to a
very private, independent course. Thus even Thomas Hart Benton, whose early
political life was affected strongly by Ashley's presence in Missouri, did not so
much as mention his name in his voluminous Memoirs, and only his eulogist,
who did have access to the records, offers much insight into his character.
But if Ashley must remain a shadowy personality, his role in Missouri politics
is well spelled out by Clokey. A frontier state, Missouri, in the 1820s and 30s, had
yet to develop the regular party philosophies and organizations of the eastern
states, and this permitted Ashley to pursue a successful career as, his contemporaries noted, a "counterfeit Jacksonian." Claiming ties to Old Hickory while
espousing Whig legislation, Ashley maintained support in both camps, and that,
combined with his good name and reputation, got him elected to Congress for
three terms. Though he did nothing outstanding in Washington, Ashley was considered the expert on western affairs, and his opinion was always sought out and
valued. As western spokesman, Ashley found himself torn by the first stirrings of
national concern for the plight of the native Americans. Like many of his fellow
fur traders, he had great respect for some of the Indians he had known, yet he felt
that white men had rights in the West as well. Ashley was not the first, nor the
last, to have such mixed feelings, but his articulation on the national stage of the
di.lemma that was to plague the country from then on helped lay the groundwork
for much of the debate to follow.
So here is the Ashley story, brief, well-written, and to the point, offering new
interpretations of the life of this many-faceted man. It belongs in any collection
concerned with the early West, and will be the new starting point for explorations into both mercantile and political activities on the Missouri frontier.

University of California, Santa Barbara

RICHARD E. OGLESBY

COMMUNITY ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER: SEPARATE BUT NOT ALONE. By Robert
V. Hine. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. Pp. xii, 292. Illus., bibIiog., index. $12.50.
ROBERT V. HINE HAS GRACED western bookshelves with several accounts of social
development in the American West. In this nicely produced volume he explores
further the sense of community as it appeared and failed to appear on the changing frontier. In so doing, he hacks away at popular myths that portray the fron-
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tier as an agency tha t furthered community spirit. From historians, sociologists,
and philosophers concerned with community in the American past, Hine derives
that "the ideal community would be culturally and ethnically homogeneous,
politically egalitarian, socially and economically classless, and reasonably stable
in time" (p. 32). This is probably a more rigorous definition than many communities of any time or place could meet. Few of the places that Hine examines can
do so. We learn why as we journey through a tidy collection of representative
frontier communities from Puritan villages to severa I present-day intentional
communities. There are "communities of the trail," mining towns, early farm
settlements on the plains, later middle-western small towns, Mexican ranches
and American cattle towns, ethnic communities, and cooperative colonies.
True community spirit, however desirable or necessary, rarely endured the
first hesitant steps of frontier community growth. Too many things worked
against it: individualism; the mobility-even the transiency-of many westerners; former class divisions that intruded upon frontier equality; new arrangements of social hierarchy that arose as fledgling communities stabilized; rifts between early settlers and newcomers; family ties; cultural differences; changing
economic conditions; and now and then just plain orneriness. Even such traditionally accepted cementers of community as house raisings, quilting parties,
fraternal lodges, baseball games, Fourth of July picnics, and helping neighbors
through periods of need, are depicted here as infrequent exceptions to the rule
and often as mechanisms that tended to divide. Some rare successes were the
highly organized Mormon settlement of Orderville, Utah, the Hutterite and
Amana colonies, and possibly several modern-day communal efforts. But if Hine
laments that community did not develop to its potential on the American frontier, his account is not pessimistic: better that people tried and failed than never
tried at all, better for historians to examine the reality of community than to accept bland generalities.
The reader will encounter some new and some familiar communities, some
new and some familiar individuals. Among the latter are Anne Ellis of the Colorado mines, making the best of constant moves that the men in her life expected;
Seth Humphrey, mortgage agent and observer of life on the northern plains; and
John Ballou Newbrough, spiritualist founder of the children's commune of Shalam. Such selected individuals become parts of the whole as they depict representative types of personalities and attitudes in western communities. The book is a
thoughtful, highly readable contribution to western history with its stories of individuals and communities woven together so as to create a composite picture of
community on the frontier.
Well-selected photographs are appropriately placed throughout the text, and
footnotes are located at the bottom of pages.

Edmonds, Washington

CHARLES

P.

LEWARNE
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THE SAINTS AND THE UNION: UTAH TERRITORY DURING THE CIVIL WAR. By E. B.
Long. Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1981. Pp. xiii, 310. Illus., notes,
bibliog., index. $17.95.
THIS ATTRACTIVELY PACKAGED monograph would be more accurately titled "The
Genera I and the Prophet: Patrick in the Den of the Lion of the Lord." It is really
the story of Patrick E. Connor, feisty commander of the thousand California Volunteers who came to Utah in 1862 to fight Indians and intimidate Mormons. It
tells of the problems he confronted, how he perceived them, and what he did
about them.
As for the larger themes blocked out in the title and subtitle, the book tells too
little and too much. It fully documents what Brigham Young and the Deseret
News said about the Union, but whether the rhetoric represented the thoughts
and conduct of the whole Mormon populace during the Civil War is unexplored,
save for a brief retelling of the well-known, ninety-day service of Colonel Robert
T. Burton's Nauvoo Legion company. It voluminously reports the verbal fencing
between Young on the one hand and the political and military representatives of
the U.S. government on the other, but what else was happening in Utah Territory
in the war period is largely ignored.
In electing "to let the participants speak their minds as much as possible" (pp.
xii-xiii) the late Professor Long made a mistake, in this reviewer's opinion. Parts
of the book almost qualify as documentary history. The result is a fragmented
treatment that leaves readers wanting to know more about what actually happened while tempting them to skip some of the repetitious, exaggerated, and partisan contemporary accounts of what happened. Mining, for example, is several
times mentioned as the key to Connor's political strategy in Utah, but nowhere
does one learn what mining was going on. Indian troubles are alluded to more
often than they are described, and even the "Battle on the Bear" is pieced together from reports that leave up in the air the actual number of army casualties
(pp. 137, 139). Painstaking research has given us many trees but only a kaleidoscopic impression of the forest.
Brief biographical sketches of some of the secondary characters are helpful.
Non-Mormon political appointees like Governor Stephen Harding take on dimensions, and their appointments become explicable. Maps are clear and pleasing to look at, and they appear to be accurate. The selection of picturesportraits and contemporary scenes-is appropriate and includes a few not seen
before by this reviewer. The bibliography is extensive; the footnotes are placed at
the end of each chaptyf. Qualitative judgments of sources cited usually do not go
beyond identifying them as pro-Mormon or anti-Mormon, and William A. Linn
(Story of the Mormons, 1902) is placed on the wrong team (p. 39).
To the extent that The Saints and the Union deals with the Mormons and the
Civil War it does not modify the conclusions earlier reached by Gustive O. Lar-
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son and others. Professor Long makes clear that Brigham Young was a poor
prophet on the nature and outcome of the war and on the fate of slavery, at least
until mid-1864. On the other hand, Young "took a narrow, shrewd and careful
course in his actions, if not always in his words, during the war years"(p. 268).
Long's approach is evenhanded, with a slight tilt toward the Mormons. His summing up (pp. 267-276) is judicious and well written. His conclusion that after
1865 it was "no longer 'the Saints and the Union' but 'the Saints in the Union' "
(p. 276) may strike some readers as too sanguine in view of what would yet transpire before Utah became a state in the Union in 1896.

Western Illinois University

RICHARD D. POLL

APACHES: A HISTORY AND CULTURE PORTRAIT. By James L. Haley. Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, 1981. Pp. xxi, 453. III us. , bibliog., index.
$17.95.
JAMES L. HALEY HAS FOLLOWED his excellent Buffalo War with this extensive
work that attempts to synthesize available materials from anthropology and
history into a comprehensive ethnohistory of the Apache people. Others have
made such attempts in recent years, notably Angie Debo in her study of
Geronimo and Donald Worcester in The Apaches. In a number of ways, Haley's
book is the best so far.
Apparently unable to do research among Apaches, Haley did extensive archival and library work. He drew liberally from materials available from anthropologists such as Keith Basso and Morris Opler as well as from the works of
Grenville Goodwin. As a result, Haley's book provides much more information
about Apache culture than is usual in even the finest traditional historical works.
His accounts of Apache interaction with their adversaries over a period of four
hundred years is adequate and well-written. Particularly valuable is his perspective that places the blame for much violence in the Southwest on the common
criminality of ordinary people, red, white, and brown, who occupied the region.
Where Haley's excellent book falls short is in the failure to integrate what he
has presented as Apache culture into terms of Apache behavior vis-a-vis other
peoples. One reads of the differentiation between Apache concepts of raid and
war, but not of the Apache belief that conflict was the natural state of the
universe or that raiding was necessary to advance boys and men to positions of
leadership and to provide the volume of goods presented at a maiden's ceremony.
Chapters dealing with selected aspects of Apache culture are often quite good.
Those concerning "diyin" (power) and the activities of women are especially fine
and fill long existing gaps in historians' writings. Missing from the bibliographic
entries on these materials are the works of Eve Ball, while Morris Opler's important works are ascribed to James Officer.
Haley's descriptions of George Crook, John P. Clum, and other lesser lights are
among the best to be found. The book is well-illustrated and provided with an extensive, if somewhat flawed, bibliography.
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All aspects considered, this has to rank as one of the best general books on the
Apaches. Specialists will find it weak in some areas, but no other single volume
approaches it in scope. It is one book that everyone who is attempting to understand the Apaches should read.

University of New Mexico

D. C. COLE

A HISTORY OF THE CHACO NAVAJOS. By David M. Brugge. Reports of the Chaco
Center, No.4. Albuquerque: National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1980. Pp. viii, 542. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $10.00 paper.
CHACO CANYON CONTAINS not only one of the most significant prehistoric ruins in
the Southwest, but it is also a small part of a very large surrounding area known
locally as the "checkerboard." A complex mixture of public domain, railroad
lands, and Indian homesteads, the general region east of the present reservation
has been the scene of numerous local conflicts between competing Navajo and
white livestockmen. The various attempts to effect a settlement of the tangled
land problems have aroused disputes at the state and national levels. Although
Brugge's title and preface indicate that he intends only a limited administrative
history of the Chaco Navajos, he fortunately has ventured well beyond that goal
in favor of examining a broader picture of the no-man's-land east of the reservation.
The first chapters are devoted to Navajo relations with the Spanish, Mexicans,
and Americans who controlled the Southwest prior to the tribe's defeat and subsequent exile to eastern New Mexico during the Civil War. Following Brugge's
discussion of the Navajo's return to a newly formed reservation in 1868, he examines the adjustments forced upon those tribesmen who settled to the east. He
details the competition for grazing land that resulted after the 1870s from white
settlement of the San Juan Valley and the wintering of large commercial sheep
herds in areas to the south. The ranchers' demands that the Navajos be confined
to the reservation proper resulted in the govern~ent's generally unsuccessful efforts to displace the Indians or to expand the reservation boundaries. In the early
twentieth century, officials sought to aid the Navajos by homesteading families
on the public domain and by establishing an agency at Crownpoint, New Mexico, under Superintendent Samuel F. Stacher. Only limited protection resulted.
Serious archeological interest in Chaco Canyon was rather belated. Richard
Wetherill, member of a famous trading family, began excavations in 1896 with
the backing of the Hyde brothers of New York. The Wetherill-Hyde partnership
was a curious combination of archeology and trading that resulted in a chain of
some dozen posts by 1902. Brugge gives considerable attention to Wetherill and
his many clashes with Navajos and officials, which usually developed from his
high-handed tactics in collecting debts from the Indians. Wetherill was killed in
1910 during one such episode. Three years earlier, Theodore Roosevelt had established the Chaco ruins as a national monument.
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Brugge's last chapters are devoted to the continuing conflicts between eastern
Navajos and white stockmen after World War I and the government's activities
to protect the Chaco ruins by hiring a custodian, fencing out livestock, and
stabilizing the ruins with masonry repairs. He discusses the ill-fated attempt to
settle the land problem after 1931 when the Interior Department withdrew a
large block of the "checkerboard" from entry. In 1938 Indian Commissioner
John Collier abandoned the long struggle to win passage of the necessary legislation. In dealing with this and the accompanying controversies over herd reductions and other New Deal policies, Brugge maintains a balanced and objective
stance.
Although Brugge is an anthropologist, his versatility permits him to utilize
other disciplines successfully. He blends a thorough understanding of Navajo
culture with archival records, published documents, newspapers, and secondary
sources in a manner that adds much understanding to the book. He is especially
effective in dealing with the geography of eastern Navajo country and the often
poorly rendered proper names and place names.
Unfortunately, the rigid chronological organization that Brugge adopts does
not make for easy reading. His year-by-year chronicling of events with repeated
references to such categories as weather conditions, Indian-white relations,
federal policies, market conditions, and employment opportunities results in a
choppy style and does not permit him to develop major themes over broad
periods of time. Regardless of this, Brugge's perspicacity and thorough research
will make this work the standard treatment on the eastern Navajos.

Purdue University

DONALD L. PARMAN

MOTHER EARTH, FATHER SKY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: NAVAJO
RESOURCES AND THEIR USE. By Philip Reno. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1981. Pp. xvii, 183. III us. , notes, index. $15.95.
THE LATE PHILIP RENO BELIEVED in Indians and their future. A close friend of
John Collier, a longtime resident of the Southwest, and an economist who taught
during the last decade of his life at Navajo Community College, Reno possessed a
special understanding of the challenges inherent in contemporary Native American economic development. This awareness is central to Mother Earth, Father
Sky, and Economic Development: Navajo Resources and Their Use.
In approximately 125 pages of text, richly supplemented by 12 maps and 24
. tables, Reno provides the reader with a compact ,overview of Navajo economic
history and the main issues in the modern Navajo economy. Chapters are
devoted, for example, to Navajo range and livestock, water, the Navajo Indian
Irrigation Project, forests, coal, oil, uranium, and planning resource use. Navajo
economist Al Henderson has also contributed a brief introduction.
Mother Earth, Father Sky, and Economic Development is valuable for several
reasons. First, it is a condensed, straightforward study. In a small number of
pages, the reader will find pertinent considerations of important questions. Sec-
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ond, given its publication by the University of New Mexico Press, the volume
should enjoy a wide readership, particularly in the Southwest where Navajo economic issues invariably are matters of concern to the entire region. In addition,
the book is up-to-date; much of the significant information is from the latter part
of the I 970s. Finally, it is written by a man deeply sensitive to the Navajos and to
.
the unique problems facing developing nations.
One of the study's main strengths also might be labeled a weakness. Because it
is a short work, it covers major topics quickly and devotes only passing attention
to other useful points. One wishes for greater detail in consideration of oil, for example, or for more information about Navajo cooperatives. And given the
number of items tha t Reno wanted to include, the book is somewhat choppy in its
form. Curiously, the book has little on the reactions of Navajo people to the rapid
growth and change being experienced within the Navajo Nation. There are some
quotations from prominent people, but not much is heard from the average
citizen, whose life may well be drastically affected by current developments.
Nonetheless, Mother Earth, Father Sky, and Economic Development remains a
most useful analysis. Informed by decades of thoughtful observation and experience, it is an appropriate memorial to a man who had a profound concern
for native peoples and for the world in which we find ourselves.

University of Wyoming

PETER IVERSON

HOLY WIND IN NAVAJO PHILOSOPHY. By James Kale McNeley. Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1981. Pp. xvii, I 15. Appendixes, index, bibliog. $14.95 cloth;
$6.95 paper.
THIS BOOK IS A FASCINATING analysis of what obviously is a central dimension in
the traditional Navajo awareness of life. Excerpts from recorded and published
chantway myths by various authors are correlated with statements obtained
di~ectly in the field with the help of research assistants. Field interpreters began
their interviews with Navajo resource persons by asking such questions as "What
makes people behave the way they do?" The collective weight of answers obtained in responses to this and similar questions was then taken to support the
centrality of Holy Wind in Navajo traditional awareness.
Studies of central concepts of "philosophical" systems (perhaps the term "religion" in the title would have been more appropriate) are essential for AngloAmerican minds to enter foreign mental worlds. Gary Witherspoon, in
Languages and Art in the Navajo Universe (Ann Arbor, 1977), has provided
similar descriptive analyses of central Navajo concepts. But notwithstanding the
unquestionable worth of such conceptual studies, their method and orientation
tend to lure the already dogmatized typical Western reader into relying too much
on conceptual and credal information. We must never forget that the traditional
Navajo way of presenting religious information is not analytic discourse or definitions but narratives. Perhaps our Western passion for central concepts, key formulas, credal faith statements, and the love of fundamentals is more an element
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from our Judeo-Christian heritage than an awareness of what is present in the
traditional Navajo field. Boomerang effects are visible all over, and the field has
become increasingly complex during the past celftury.
Anglo-American missionaries, as well as secular scientists, have been very successful in communicating their passion for fundamentals to the Navajo mind. It
is in the arena of Western fundamental notions where Navajo minds are being
challenged to compete and to "catch up" with us.'And, not surprisingly, a singular dogma in Navajo words can turn out to be about as narrow as such a one
would be in English. The author is aware of this problem. He recognizes that
each informant singer "was the recipient of a particular oral tradition." He
reasons correctly that, therefore, "variations between informants in statement
and interpretation of beliefs are to be expected." Thus, in order to arrive at an
average version of the Navajo "Holy Wind," some of these variations surely had
to be ignored in the interpretational process. Such is the nature of human perception and the limitation of mortal minds.
While this respondent thoroughly appreciates the author's analysis of the Holy
Wind concept, and while he recommends this book to all students of Navajo
religion, he is also infinitely pleased that a few versions of the Navajo Windways
have been recorded by the late Father Berard Haile, in the very form in which
Navajo priests and devotees to Holy Wind have presented them (published by
Wyman, Windways of the Navajo, 1962). Perhaps in view of Haile's leading contribution to our knowledge of Holy Wind religiosity, we should from now on
read his short essay on Navajo soul concepts with greater sympathy for his station in life. How else but in terms of the Western understanding of souls could the
dear Father have explained Navajo soul concepts in a Vatican journal? In our
study of Holy Winds we will all sooner or later have to rely again on the Windway materials that priestly singers have, through Father Berard Haile, entrusted
to us and posterity-unencumbered by researchers' questions regarding central
concepts.
The foregoing thoughts are not offered as criticisms of the author's efforts,
rather as caution against specializing in singular, though good, methods of interpretation. Perhaps precisely this kind of a "central concepts approach" was required for us to admit that Navajo Holy People are indeed real living gods. The
chapter ~n "Principles of Life and Behavior" establishes anthropologically what
every historian of religions would have regarded as a foregone conclusion. Gods
are greater than men; and whoever is greater influences the lives of the lesser.
This is the simple religious fact that forms the basis of every ethic. It is indeed exciting to see how contemporary social science is coming full circle from a journey that began with atheistic Freudian psychology and Durkheimian sociology.
We are now well on our way to learning the obvious. The gods of sincere
religious people were discovered by them in the real world, and what they discovered are not "projections," "social representations," or even "deifications."
Religious people everywhere always knew that, instead, mortal men are the projections or creations of the gods. Surely, the great Holy Wind in all his colorful
manifest personae, joined by a myriad of Holy People (who patiently await their
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turn to be recognized also as central figures, some day, in chantways that are
dedicated to them or in some new academic report), is whistling now, nay howling with delight, about mankind's perennial religious discoveries.
Springfield, Missouri

KARL W. LUCKERT

THE CUMBRES AND TOLTEC SCENIC RAILROAD: THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
STUDY. By Spencer Wilson and Vernon J. Glover. Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1980. Pp. xii, 170. III us. , appendixes, bibliog., index.
$19.95 cloth; $8.95 paper.
SPENCER WILSON AND VERNON J. GLOVER set out to give the history of all the rolling stock, buildings, tools, and equipment of the Cumbres and Toltec Scenic Railway. They accomplished thei r aim in great detail in a polished, readable form. A
concise history of the railroad, its joint purchase by New Mexico and Colorado,
and a description of the route precede the individual listings. Many charts and
diagrams, an excellent collection of eighty-seven black-and-white photographs,
and eight color plates add great visual interest to the book.
The authors state that "the historic collection of the C&TSRR is a museum of
surpassing importance now." They are well qualified, through the research and
study evident in this book, to make such a statement and to make recommendations for the continued development of the railroad as a living museum. They
suggest establishing a visitor center at each terminal where printed material and
exhibits will help the public learn more about the history of early railroading in
the Rocky Mountains; outdoor exhibits of rolling stock a t both terminals; restoration of more rolling stock to be used in the outdoor exhibits; more effort to halt
deterioration of the historic facilities and rolling stock; preservation of the snowshed and wye at Cumbres; and the establishment of a visitor center there.
Full credit is given the two states for their foresight in purchasing the line and
to the volunteers who assisted in rebuilding the line and restoring the equipment
that make it possible to operate the scenic trip today as a major tourist attraction. One chapter is devoted to the best ways to accomplish preservation and
restoration of the tracks, buildings, and equipment. Appendixes and bibliography attest to the thoroughness of the study, and a complete index will assist the
reader.
A railroad enthusiast, scholar, or history buff will find the details interesting
and informative, and even a casual tourist will find the book fascinating as a trip
guide. Beginning at Antonito, it gives the history, uses, and geographical information about every station (past and present), tunnel, trestle, and bridge along
the route, many of which are illustrated. Just reading the book is like making the
Cumbres run again in imagination.
The book will be very valuable in making the public aware of the historic importance of the c&TSRR, its wealth of potential, and thereby helping insure its
protection and further development.
Corrales, N. Mex.

RUTH W. ARMSTRONG
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TEMPLE HOUSTON: LAWYER WITH A GUN. By Glenn Shirley. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1980. Pp. x, 339. Illus., bibliog., index. $14.95.
TEMPLE HOUSTON, the youngest son of Sam Houston, was born in 1860, in the
Texas governor's mansion. Orphaned by the deaths of his father in 1863 and his
mother in 1867, he was reared by an older sister. He left home at the age of
twelve to become a drover and later made his way to Washington, D.C., where
he served as a page in Congress. He returned to Texas and graduated from Baylor
at the age of nineteen with a bachelor of philosophy degree.
He was admitted to the bar while still nineteen, and in 1881, Governor Oran
Roberts appointed him district attorney for the sprawling Texas Panhandle. A
few years later he was elected to the Texas Senate from that district. During his
career in Texas while living at Mobeetie and Canadian City, he not only became
well known as a brilliant criminal lawyer, but he also made his mark as a man of
culture, flamboyant dress, and accuracy with a six gun.
When the Cherokee Outlet was opened to settlement in 1893, Houston moved
to Woodward, Oklahoma Territory, where he made his home until his untimely
death in 1905. He chose to make his home in Oklahoma not only because of the
fresh opportunities available in a frontier area, but primarily because he insisted
on being known as Temple Houston rather than as "Sam Houston's boy."
Like his father, Houston possessed the stuff of which legends are made. Clothed
in bell-bottom Mexican trousers, wearing a six-gun under his frock coat, and
sporting a·long mane of black hair, he was regarded as a dangerous adversary.
The gunfight in the Cabinet Saloon at Woodward between Houston and the Jennings brothers provided still more grist for the legend mill. When Edna Ferber
used Temple Houston as the model for her fictitious Yancey Cravat in Cimarron,
the legend was perfected.
Legend once completed is difficult to disentangle from fact. In the John Ford
movie, The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, one of the characters says that when
a journalist has the option of printing the legend or the truth about a man, one
should print the legend. Fortunately for the reader of this book, Glenn Shirley
has chosen to dwell on the facts. And the truth is that Houston was significant
primarily as a circuit-riding frontier attorney with a gift for eloquence and
dramatic timing. His famous defense of the prostitute Minnie Stacey at Woodward is one of the many examples in the book of his brilliant courtroom rhetoric.
Glenn Shirley has done a fine job in giving the reader a believable Temple
Houston. At times the background information of various court cases almost innundates the reader, but this is Shirley's method of using a man-and-his-times approach rather than a narrow framework for his subject. Although handicapped
by the absence of any extensive collection of Temple Houston papers, Shirley has
done an exhaustive job of research in newspapers, court transcripts, reminiscences and interviews with Houston's contemporaries, as well as in numerous
secondary sources. In summation, the work is a noteworthy contribution to the
literature of frontier law.

Central State University of Oklahoma

DoNALD E. GREEN
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LoOK FOR ME IN HEAVEN: THE LIFE OF JOHN LEwIs DYER. By Mark Fiester.
Boulder, Colo.: Pruett Publishing Company, 1980. Pp. 504, Illus., bibliog., index. $19.95 cloth.
AROUND THE DOME of the Colorado State Capitol in Denver are sixteen stainedglass windows honoring Colorado pioneers. One of these portraits depicts Methodist minister John Lewis Dyer (1812-190 I), the subject of this biography by
Mark Fiester. Although always drawn to religion, Dyer first worked in the Wisconsin lead mines and was not ordained until the advanced age of forty-three.
Following service in pastorates in Wisconsin and Minnesota, he came to Colorado in 1861, beginning a circuit-riding ministry that carried him to the most
remote regions of Colorado and New Mexico. Often traveling between his posts
(and carrying the mail) on snowshoes, or "Norwegian skis, '.' Dyer became known
as the "Snow-Shoe Itinerent," a name he took for his classic autobiography first
published in 1890.
A Methodist minister himself who served for seven years as pastor of the Father
Dyer Methodist Church in Breckenridge, Colorado, Fiester has the religious
background necessary to understand fully Dyer's life. He states in the introduction that he "was concerned about an historical presentation, hoping the book
would be both inspirational to the reader and of value to future researchers" (p.
4). Certainly he has managed to convey Dyer's religious spirit, summing him up
at the end as "representative of what the searcher hopes for, prays for, and looks
for, in the one who stands in honored place between God and man, speaking to
the heart" (p. 474).
Look for Me in Heaven, however, is less successful when considered as a work
of history. Too often the author has succumbed to the temptation to include all
that he knows about Dyer's life and times, as in the instance where four pages
(pp. 149-52) are devoted to a discussion of nineteenth-century cholera
epidemics, complete with graphic descriptions of the effect of the disease on its
victims. In fact, probably half of the book's five hundred pages could have been
pared by a good editor with no loss of essential information. Editing could also
have removed the references to source material from the text and placed them
with the end-notes, which number only eighty-two, although Fiester's exhaustive
research spanned thirteen years. There is, however, a lengthy and helpful bibliography.
It is difficult to criticize a work that was so obviously undertaken and completed as a labor of love. Certainly, it must be said that few historians could
understand and do justice to Dyer's Methodist heritage as well as a fellow
minister, and we should be grateful to Fiester for his sympathetic portrait. Written from the heart, Look for Me in Heaven lacks some of the components of good
history, but it does capture the religious spirit of the snowshoe itinerent.

Colorado Historical Society

MAXINE BENSON
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ON 11-IE TRAIL: THE LIFE AND TALES OF "LEAD STEER" POTTER. By Jean M. Burroughs. Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1980. Pp. x, 148. Illus., notes,
bibliog. $12.95.
IT WOULD BE EASY to dismiss On the Trail, The Life and Tales of "Lead Steer"
Potter is just another collection of amusing anecdotes about one of the West's
colorful, but minor characters, an interesting but inconsequential sideroad to the
history of the region. Jean Burroughs's charming book is much more than this. It
is scholarly without being pedantic, and makes a genuine contribution to the
written record of New Mexico in the days when the smoothing hand of civilization was first brushing in earnest over the face of those vast territories.
The story of the great cattle trails alone (the Goodnight-Loving, the Stinson,
the Western, the Chisum, the Eastern, the National and, of course, the PotterBacon Cutoff itself, named in part after the nomina I subject of Ms. Burrough's
book) is a solid contribution to the epic of the cattle lands of the late-nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. What refreshes is that Ms. Burroughs has the good
sense to tie her facts together by concentrating on the "life and tales" of her protagonist Col. Jack Potter, by all odds one of the most original of the many originals who inhabited the area. That "Lead Steer" Potter was larger than life, literally as well as figuratively, keeps the book from being another harvesting of dry
and dusty facts.
What refreshes, too, is that Ms. Burroughs wisely lets her hero speak for himself as often as possible. A case might be made that On the Trail is not quite "oral
history" in the strictest sense of that marvelous free form as we have come to
know it in recent years, but it comes very close to it. The fact that Col. Potter was
something less than a grammarian and stylist in the pieces he wrote for the Union
County Leader, and that he needed from time to time the help of an assortment of
editors and proof readers should in no wise put off the modern reader. His
writings without exception retain the wonderful, breathy, frontier bombast and
charm that mark the best work being done in those bygone days.
On the Trail is, essentially, two books, the "Life" by Jean Burroughs, and the
"Tales" of Lead Steer Potter himself. It would take a coin toss to determine
which will interest the reader more.
All in all, On the Trail, The Life and Tales of "Lead Steer" Potter is a stunning
and worthwhile contribution to solid New Mexicana and should take a rightful,
well-earned place on southwestern bookshelves.
Congratulations are due, not only to Jean Burroughs, but to her publisher, the
Museum of New Mexico Press, for providing history buffs and those of us who
revel in good yarns of the "olden times" with rich and satisfying fare indeed.

Albuquerque
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